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Executive Summary

Getting U.S. policy toward Russia right requires an understanding of Russia’s vulnerabilities and how to leverage them. The architect of containment, George F. Kennan, recognized the Soviet Union’s weaknesses and internal contradictions—vulnerabilities he argued would ultimately undo the Communist regime. The same is true today. The highly personalized, authoritarian regime President Vladimir Putin has constructed over the past 23 years is beset with vulnerabilities that, if subjected to steady and forceful pressure, could give way to new political leadership more amenable to constructive relations with the United States and its allies. More immediately, leveraging these vulnerabilities could help the United States and its allies complicate Russia’s ability to sustain the war in Ukraine and aggression beyond its borders more broadly, and grow the coalition of countries willing and able to oppose such aggression.

Russia’s war in Ukraine has created or amplified long-standing vulnerabilities in Russia. This essay series identifies 10 of the most critical vulnerabilities present in today’s Russia across the defense, economic, and diplomatic and political domains that the United States and its partners have the potential to exploit.

In the defense domain:

- Russia’s reliance on imported components to produce weaponry leaves it vulnerable to efforts to restrict their supply;
- Russia’s need to restock its own weapons stores and enhanced Western sanctions make it more difficult for Russia to sustain arms sales, providing an opportunity to weaken key Russian relationships;
- Russia’s war in Ukraine has also jeopardized its access to the technology and talent that has long fueled its aggression in cyberspace.

In the economic domain:

- Sanctions are limiting monetary and fiscal policy space, meaning that Russia’s financial system will have to play a much bigger role in funding the government and boosting the economy. At the same time, authorities will not be able to provide the support banks need to effectively carry out these functions;
- Russia’s economy remains staggeringly dependent on hydrocarbon sales, a dependence that leaves the country’s economic well-being at the mercy of energy prices and vulnerable to actions that could disrupt the inflow of energy revenues.

In the diplomatic and political domains:

- Ukraine’s growing ability to impose costs on Russia—on the battlefield; through asymmetric means; and in diplomatic, cultural, and legal spheres—will pose a significant long-term vulnerability for Russia;
- Russia’s war in Ukraine has alienated broad swathes of Central Asia and the South Caucasus, causing some of Russia’s closest allies to start putting distance between themselves and Moscow. Russia’s unexpectedly subpar military performance in Ukraine and distraction from other regional crises is pushing Russia’s neighbors to look elsewhere for diplomatic and security partners;
- Putin’s war in Ukraine has sapped the strength and vitality of Russian diplomacy, undermining a traditional strength and making it vulnerable to pressure that will make it harder for Moscow to punch above its geopolitical weight for the foreseeable future;
- Russia’s war in Ukraine creates new domestic challenges for Putin and his longtime ability to maintain high levels of public support. Autocrats who lose popular support not only find it harder to govern, but they are also at greater risk of mass protest or an elite coup;
- Russia’s war in Ukraine prompted another major exodus of Russians, including the country’s best and brightest. While the escape of opposition-minded groups is generally beneficial to the Kremlin because it avoids a buildup of pressure on the regime, for the West, Russian exiles can serve as a conduit of information back into Russia, a talent pool, and an opportunity to invest in a better relationship with a future Russia.
Russia will emerge from its war in Ukraine politically, economically, and militarily weaker than before it invaded its neighbor. Ukrainian forces are severely degrading the Russian military while Western sanctions are constricting Russia's economy. NATO is expanding and Russian influence is declining in regions where the Kremlin has historically held political sway, such as Central Asia. Yet, while Russia will be weakened, Moscow will adapt in the face of these mounting challenges. Russia, for example, is finding ways to circumvent the sanctions and export controls that the United States and Europe have imposed, mitigating their impact. And, despite Europe's historic transition away from Russian oil and gas and the tangible impact that the oil price cap is having on Russian government revenue, Moscow has increased sales to other countries, such as China and India. Russia may be weakened because of its war in Ukraine, but it will remain a long-term challenge—a good enough power with the ability to affect global affairs and put U.S. interests at risk.

Addressing that challenge will require the United States and Europe to build on ongoing efforts to constrict and constrain the Kremlin's ability to sustain aggression in Ukraine and more broadly beyond Russia's borders. It will also require a long-term and sustainable approach to lessen the impact of the tools and tactics Moscow will rely on most, which, given the degradation of its conventional forces in Ukraine, will likely heavily feature nonconventional methods, such as disinformation, sabotage, and cyberattacks, including on critical infrastructure. Strategies for addressing today's Russia, therefore, should resemble the containment strategy first set out in the 1940s, which was designed to apply steady and forceful counterpressure to a regime whose paranoia and insecurities represented a clear danger to the West, just as the Putin regime does today.

Getting such a policy of containment right requires an understanding of Russia's vulnerabilities and how to leverage them. The architect of containment, George F. Kennan, recognized the Soviet Union's weaknesses and internal contradictions—vulnerabilities he argued would ultimately undo the Communist regime. The same is true today. The highly personalized, authoritarian regime Putin has constructed over the past 23 years is beset with vulnerabilities that, if subjected to steady and forceful pressure, could give way to new political leadership more amenable to constructive relations with the United States and its allies.

U.S. efforts to leverage Russian vulnerabilities should not be pursued with the goal of orchestrating regime change—that is up to Russians themselves to decide. However, the United States and its allies should make the most of Russia's faults to help create conditions that are more conducive to reformers inside Russia working for a more liberal and less hostile nation. The United States and its allies should not shy away from actions that facilitate such political change out of fear of what comes after Putin. Political change in Russia carries risks—of violence, chaos, and internal conflict—but it also opens the possibility of a more hopeful future for Russia and for its relations with its neighbors and the West.

More immediately, Western efforts to exploit Russian vulnerabilities are necessary to prevent Russia from sustaining its war of aggression in Ukraine. Likewise, U.S. policy should aim to undermine Russia's capacity to sustain aggression more broadly beyond its borders, whether by weakening its military capacity or by introducing multiple challenges the Kremlin must confront, consuming its bandwidth to sustain its malign activities. Additionally, efforts to target Russia's vulnerabilities can aid in U.S. efforts to grow the coalition of countries willing and able to oppose Russian aggression, including by weakening Russian influence with its long-standing partners.

Russia's invasion of Ukraine has clearly exposed many of Russia's vulnerabilities. Russia's botched planning and the poor showing of its military in Ukraine, for example, demonstrated the vulnerabilities that come with the personalization of power. Putin's decision to surround himself with yes-men and loyalists led him to severely miscalculate not just in his decision to invade Ukraine but in his understanding of how the conflict would transpire and the faulty planning that followed. Likewise, the failed insurgency led by Wagner head Yevgeny Prigozhin in June 2023 exposed the vulnerability that the Kremlin itself created by relying too heavily on a private military
company. By allowing an alternate center of power to develop—one with access to weapons—Putin planted the seeds of the most significant challenge to his power he has faced since entering office in 2000. Although the Kremlin may have neutralized the immediate threat, including through its likely assassination of Prigozhin, the entire episode exposed weaknesses that may eventually catch up with the regime.

For too long, the United States has been on the back foot in its confrontation with Russia. These essays provide a roadmap for a more assertive Western posture.

This essay series identifies 10 of the most critical vulnerabilities in today’s Russia across the defense, economic, and diplomatic and political domains. Some of these vulnerabilities, such as Russia’s dependence on oil and gas exports or the exodus of many of the smartest and most talented Russians, are long-standing but have been exacerbated by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Other vulnerabilities that the essays identify have been created by the war, such as Ukraine’s ability to impose costs on Russia for the foreseeable future or the challenge that Russian diplomats now face in international organizations. Russia has many vulnerabilities that are not included in this series, such as the Wagner example previously discussed or its dismal demographic outlook. They represent key weaknesses in the Russian state and its government, but there are few actionable opportunities for the United States and Europe to leverage the vulnerabilities. This essay series focuses on 10 of the most critical vulnerabilities inside Russia that the United States and its partners can exploit. For too long, the United States has been on the back foot in its confrontation with Russia. These essays provide a roadmap for a more assertive Western posture.
Russia’s Defense Industry

By Richard Connolly

Russia’s reliance on imported components to produce weaponry leaves it vulnerable to efforts to restrict their supply.

The Vulnerability

Russia’s defense industry has long been a crucial pillar of the country’s national security and global influence. However, despite a concerted effort to reduce the defense industry’s vulnerability to sanctions ahead of the decision to launch a full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, the sector remains highly dependent on external components and technology and, therefore, potentially vulnerable to sanctions. While allied sanctions and export controls are complicating and increasing the cost of Russia’s defense-industrial production and may be degrading some of its military capabilities, there remains room to further exploit this critical vulnerability.

Before the annexation of Crimea in 2014, the Russian defense industry relied heavily on components and advanced technologies imported from abroad. Such was the dependence that very few if any systems were built using purely Russian-produced components. The new Armata tank, for instance, used multiple Western components, as did many long-range precision-guided missiles, while warships were powered by foreign engines. A similar dependence on Western components was observed across the defense industry.

This dependence was especially acute in the sphere of electronic components, machine tools, power units, armored vehicles, helicopters, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The sanctions that allies imposed in the wake of 2014 restricted or prohibited the export of these critical inputs to Russia, disrupting the production of numerous military systems, including the new Sarmat intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). The sanctions imposed after February 2022 hit even harder, targeting a much wider range of companies and technologies. Most importantly, export controls prohibited the sale of goods that were made using U.S. technologies, such as microchips, microprocessors, and optical equipment.

Not only has Russia’s defense industry experienced challenges as a result of its reduced access to technology and parts but, after 2014, allied sanctions also hampered Russian defense firms’ access to capital from global financial markets. The number of defense firms subject to financial restrictions has grown sharply over the past year. As a result, the sector’s ability to keep pace with technological advances across the world is under increased pressure. By restricting Russian defense firms’ access to capital, sanctions should make it harder for them to invest in new equipment and research and development (R&D). Moscow will be faced with the choice of using public funds to cover the financing needs of local...
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Often slow successes. However, these efforts have only delivered partial and offset the vulnerability Russian efforts to mitigate or offset the impact of sanctions. As a result, prohibited components are often found in weaponry used or destroyed on the battlefield in Ukraine. For instance, a recent comprehensive study found large numbers of foreign-produced components in Russian armored vehicles, missiles, electronic warfare (EW) systems, and combat aircraft, including UAVs and helicopters.6

Second, the Russian government focused on reducing its dependence on imported defense technologies and components. An ambitious and well-funded import substitution plan was created in 2014 and has been bolstered with new institutional innovations ever since.7 Russia now produces its own power units for large warships, something it was unable to do until very recently. The government has also actively promoted indigenous R&D in vulnerable areas of production, such as microchip and machine tool production. While the quality of the output might not be world leading, it is often good enough for the needs of the defense industry. Production facilities have also been upgraded to support the development of secure domestic supply chains. The Sarmat, for example, now looks set to be manufactured using entirely Russian-produced components.

Third, Russia has cultivated closer ties with alternative suppliers in the “non-Western” world.8 This has involved sourcing components used in defense-industrial production from a wider range of countries across Eurasia, such as China, Turkey, and Vietnam. Moscow has also redoubled its efforts to bolster military cooperation with countries that are not aligned with Western interests, such as China and Iran. The large-scale use of Iranian-designed UAVs across Ukraine is a prime example of Moscow adapting to the demands of war and the allied sanctions regime. If, as has been reported by the White House, Russia begins local production of UAVs, it will represent an even higher level of cooperation between Russia and Iran.

Finally, Moscow has focused on the development of asymmetric capabilities and non-traditional defense technologies. By investing heavily in areas like cyber warfare, EW, and UAVs, Russia’s leaders hope to offset vulnerabilities from limitations caused by sanctions. As

**Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability**

Since 2014, the Russian government has sought to mitigate or offset the impact of sanctions and export control on its defense industrial base. Russia developed a multi-pronged response, and the Kremlin continues to adapt as new sanctions are put in place.3 However, these efforts have only delivered partial and often slow successes. First, the government and intelligence services have spent years building up large inventories of prohibited goods, either via open purchases from third countries or through illicit trade networks.4 As a result, prohibited components are often found in weaponry used or destroyed on the battlefield in Ukraine.5 For instance, a recent comprehensive study found large numbers of foreign-produced components in Russian armored vehicles, missiles, electronic warfare (EW) systems, and combat aircraft, including UAVs and helicopters.6

Second, the Russian government focused on reducing its dependence on imported defense technologies and components. An ambitious and well-funded import substitution plan was created in 2014 and has been bolstered with new institutional innovations ever since.7 Russia now produces its own power units for large warships, something it was unable to do until very recently. The government has also actively promoted indigenous R&D in vulnerable areas of production, such as microchip and machine tool production. While the quality of the output might not be world leading, it is often good enough for the needs of the defense industry. Production facilities have also been upgraded to support the development of secure domestic supply chains. The Sarmat, for example, now looks set to be manufactured using entirely Russian-produced components.

Third, Russia has cultivated closer ties with alternative suppliers in the “non-Western” world.8 This has involved sourcing components used in defense-industrial production from a wider range of countries across Eurasia, such as China, Turkey, and Vietnam. Moscow has also redoubled its efforts to bolster military cooperation with countries that are not aligned with Western interests, such as China and Iran. The large-scale use of Iranian-designed UAVs across Ukraine is a prime example of Moscow adapting to the demands of war and the allied sanctions regime. If, as has been reported by the White House, Russia begins local production of UAVs, it will represent an even higher level of cooperation between Russia and Iran.

Finally, Moscow has focused on the development of asymmetric capabilities and non-traditional defense technologies. By investing heavily in areas like cyber warfare, EW, and UAVs, Russia’s leaders hope to offset vulnerabilities from limitations caused by sanctions. As

---

3. Since 2014, the Russian government has sought to mitigate or offset the impact of sanctions and export control on its defense industrial base. Russia developed a multi-pronged response, and the Kremlin continues to adapt as new sanctions are put in place.

4. First, the government and intelligence services have spent years building up large inventories of prohibited goods, either via open purchases from third countries or through illicit trade networks. As a result, prohibited components are often found in weaponry used or destroyed on the battlefield in Ukraine. For instance, a recent comprehensive study found large numbers of foreign-produced components in Russian armored vehicles, missiles, electronic warfare (EW) systems, and combat aircraft, including UAVs and helicopters.

5. Second, the Russian government focused on reducing its dependence on imported defense technologies and components. An ambitious and well-funded import substitution plan was created in 2014 and has been bolstered with new institutional innovations ever since. Russia now produces its own power units for large warships, something it was unable to do until very recently. The government has also actively promoted indigenous R&D in vulnerable areas of production, such as microchip and machine tool production. While the quality of the output might not be world leading, it is often good enough for the needs of the defense industry. Production facilities have also been upgraded to support the development of secure domestic supply chains. The Sarmat, for example, now looks set to be manufactured using entirely Russian-produced components.

6. Third, Russia has cultivated closer ties with alternative suppliers in the “non-Western” world. This has involved sourcing components used in defense-industrial production from a wider range of countries across Eurasia, such as China, Turkey, and Vietnam. Moscow has also redoubled its efforts to bolster military cooperation with countries that are not aligned with Western interests, such as China and Iran. The large-scale use of Iranian-designed UAVs across Ukraine is a prime example of Moscow adapting to the demands of war and the allied sanctions regime. If, as has been reported by the White House, Russia begins local production of UAVs, it will represent an even higher level of cooperation between Russia and Iran.

7. Finally, Moscow has focused on the development of asymmetric capabilities and non-traditional defense technologies. By investing heavily in areas like cyber warfare, EW, and UAVs, Russia’s leaders hope to offset vulnerabilities from limitations caused by sanctions. As
shown by the increased use of the Lancet loitering munition, there are signs of progress, even if production of other types of UAVs has been slower.

Moscow has also pinned its hopes on developing “wonder weapons,” such as hypersonic missiles and giant nuclear-tipped torpedoes, to maintain the viability of Russia’s strategic nuclear deterrent force. These weapons are often presented as containing cutting-edge technologies. In practice, they are upgraded versions of existing technologies that make the most of what Russia has at its disposal.9

Overall, Russia’s response to the allied sanctions regime has achieved some success. The increase in the tempo of cruise missile attacks on Ukraine in May 2023 suggests, for example, that Russian manufacturers have been able to increase the rate of production well beyond levels observed before the war. That these continue to contain recently produced Western components shows the success of Russian efforts to source components using alternative trade routes. And that these attacks have been accompanied by large numbers of the Iranian Shahed-136 strike UAV shows that Moscow has been able to fill an important hole in its arsenal by cultivating defense-industrial ties with non-Western countries that didn’t exist before the war. Indeed, reports in the Russian media indicate that production of several weapons systems has risen sharply over the last year.10 While these statements should be treated with a degree of skepticism, they do highlight the limits that allied powers have in undermining defense production in Russia.

Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability

Sanctions are unlikely to prevent the Russian defense industry—one of the three largest in the world—from producing weaponry. But they can raise the cost of production, reduce the quality and effectiveness of the weapons produced, and disrupt the rhythm of R&D and production. All these results are worthwhile objectives and will hamper the functioning of the Russian war machine. Three obvious opportunities exist to maintain this pressure.

First, more effort needs to be made in enforcing those sanctions already in place. This will require cracking down on illicit trade networks operating in allied countries and greater surveillance—and ultimately cutoff—of supplies to third countries that are profiting by reselling equipment to Russia. While China might be more difficult to dissuade, the likes of Turkey, Kazakhstan, and Vietnam might prove more amenable given their own interests in maintaining warm relations with allied countries.

Second, the technology control regime should be expanded to target some important blind spots. Rosatom, Russia’s largest and best-equipped manufacturer of high-tech goods, stands out. Its importance in the global nuclear supply chain should not prevent allies from taking action to hinder its manufacturing operations. Rosatom is at the forefront of efforts to mitigate sanctions. It was already Russia’s leading producer of advanced materials and precision machine tools but is now leading efforts to produce microchips.11 More needs to be done to disrupt its manufacturing activities and those of its subsidiaries.

Finally, the United States and Europe should increase diplomatic efforts to encourage other states to join in the allied sanctions regime. Even where countries do not impose sanctions, the deterrent effect of secondary sanctions can help dissuade third-country suppliers from supporting Russian efforts to circumvent sanctions.

Taking these steps will not stop defense production. But it will raise the cost of production, imposing greater strain on Russia’s public finances, which are now bearing the full cost of military production. It will also reduce the quality and reliability of weapons that are produced with lower-quality components. And production lines will be disrupted if Russian manufacturers are forced to regularly seek new suppliers. This will lengthen the time it takes to deliver weapons to the armed forces. Together, these efforts will make it harder for Russian forces to prevail on the battlefield.
Russian Arms Sales

By Siemon Wezeman

The Kremlin’s need to replace its weapons destroyed in Ukraine, combined with the sanctions and export controls the West has implemented in the aftermath of Russia’s invasion, will make it harder and more expensive for Russia to sustain its arms sales—an important source of government revenue needed to sustain the war in Ukraine and a basis of influence with key external partners.

The Vulnerability

Since 1992, Russia has been the second-largest exporter of major arms globally—after the United States—taking over that position from the Soviet Union. Moscow has, until recently, maintained a substantial margin over other arms exporters and secured major orders from a host of states, including large orders for advanced and costly arms. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, however, will make it more difficult for Russia to sustain its leading role as an arms exporter. The Kremlin’s need to replace its own weapons destroyed in Ukraine, combined with the sanctions and export controls the West has implemented in the aftermath of Russia’s invasion, will make it harder and more expensive for Russia to produce many of the systems it exports. A decline in Moscow’s capacity to sustain its arms exports, in turn, will diminish Russian budget revenue needed to sustain its war in Ukraine. A decline in arms sales also has the potential to diminish Russian influence in several countries where the Kremlin has used these deliveries to tether foreign capital to Moscow, a dynamic that the Kremlin has leveraged to encourage compliance with its policy preferences.

Arms exports have been an important source of income for Russia: arms exports reached around $15 billion annually between 2011 and 2022. In 2022 they accounted for over 2.5 percent of Russia’s total exports—a much higher share than that of other major arms exporters. Except for oil and gas exports, arms exports generally outperformed other export sectors for many years. Arms exports have also long been a substantial part of Russia’s total arms production and critical to the Kremlin’s ability to maintain an economically viable development and production pipeline for many weapons. Without such strong arms exports, Russia’s cost of its own procurement would have been significantly higher.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, however, amplified several long-standing problems in its arms development. In the late-1980s, the Soviet Union’s general technology development, which forms the basis for most military technology, began to trail Western development. After the breakup of the Soviet Union, Russia continued to face significant and basic weaknesses in its economy and technological base. This had started to hurt Russian arms exports before the West imposed sanctions on Russia in 2014. These sanctions significantly increased Russia’s challenges, particularly by cutting off Russia’s access to Western technology used in the development and production of its arms. The much broader and stricter Western sanctions after the
February 2022 invasion of Ukraine have substantially increased the problems facing Russia’s arms industry.

Although Russia has found ways to circumvent the sanctions and export controls, these measures limit Russia’s access to Western technology that can be used for military purposes. Russian’s reduced access to technology could have a quick and negative impact on its arms production given that Russia has long relied on such technology in some of the weapons it manufactures, including in the advanced weapons systems that it offers for export. Unless Russia can access enough component parts cut off by Western sanctions from somewhere else (e.g., from China) or can quickly figure out how to close the technology gap with the West and produce the parts on its own, the sanctions are likely to have an increasingly significant negative impact on the development of Russia’s general technology base over time.

Russia’s technology gap vis-à-vis the West has hurt not only Russia’s technology base but also its arms exports. Within a few years, Russia is likely to lose a substantial part of its market share and income from arms exports to the United States and other exporters. Russian arms exports may well drop below those of France, China, or even South Korea. Already, Russian arms sales have declined in the past few years and Moscow has failed to secure major orders from states. There are several indicators discussed at greater length here suggesting that this trend will continue.

One indicator of Russia’s sustained downward trajectory is the annual export volumes of major arms, which in the past three years have been substantially lower than earlier years. Russia’s own announced financial values of exports and foreign orders also showed a marked decline in 2022, with the value of exports claimed to be just over $10 billion, while in any of the 10 years before it stood at around $15 billion. The second indicator of Russia’s declining position as an arms exporter is the decline in its known orders of major arms. Russia’s order books are thinner than in the past, and by the end of 2022 several states secured export orders in all or some categories that were significantly higher than Russia’s. Orders for Russian combat aircraft, one of the main Russian arms exported in the past 30 years and often heralded as a success story by Russia, are much lower than those of several competitors: the United States outsold Russia by more than 10 times, and France, Italy, China, and South Korea also outperformed Russia. The picture for warships, tanks, helicopters, and transport aircraft is similarly bleak for Moscow.

And, unlike a few years ago, Russia is no longer considered a serious candidate by several states with plans to import large numbers of advanced major arms. Even Russia’s deepening military relationship with Iran is unlikely to offset Russia’s troubles—Iran’s economy and military budget are not large enough to replace lost markets like Indonesia and Egypt, not to mention lost orders from India.

A third indicator suggesting Russia’s arms sales will continue to decline is the success of some of Russia’s main clients in replacing imports with local equipment. For the past three decades China has been the second-largest importer of Russian major arms, but Beijing’s own military modernization has limited Russia’s utility as an arms partner. This is also the case for India, Russia’s main client for the past 30 years. India is increasingly building its own knowledge base and capacity to develop its own weapons, often in partnership with Western competitors of Russia, which will limit buys from Moscow in the future.

The fourth factor indicating a sustained decline in Russian arms sales is the prospect that Russian arms simply have become less attractive. Russia increasingly lags behind in innovation and performance relative to what many Western states or even China offer. This is particularly true for next-generation weapons, such as the Su-57 fifth-generation combat aircraft, the Armata tank, or the latest submarines with air-independent propulsion or new long-endurance batteries. Russia promised that these systems would be operational some years ago, but none are operational or as advanced as planned. While some Russian weapons remain good enough for many states, the big-market countries demand better. India has been the clearest example of a buyer lacking trust in Russia’s ability to produce weapons that can remain on the cutting edge for the next several decades. In 2018, for example, India ended plans for hundreds of Russian Su-57s after investing several billions of dollars in development, as it no longer believed Russia could deliver a system that met India’s requirements. Additionally, it is likely that a similar lack of trust in Russia’s ability to remain on the cutting edge has, at least in part, driven a downturn in orders from rich Middle Eastern states.
Recent wars provide case studies of the waning attractiveness of Russian arms for clients facing advanced adversaries. Syria is one example where Russia had success testing and showcasing its systems in combat situations. However, the combat uses for many Russian weapons, including in Syria, has been against less advanced adversaries and often in situations where avoiding collateral damage was not high on Russia’s agenda. The picture that emerged from Syria was a mix of advanced and outdated Russian weapons. For example, Russia’s modern combat aircraft in Syria generally used the type of “dumb” ammunition long out of fashion with most Western states. The war in Ukraine differs from most other recent wars: it is a full-scale, long war where both sides use the full spectrum of advanced major weapons. And it brings back memories of the last two similar wars: the 1990–1991 Gulf War and the 2003 war in Iraq. In both wars, Western weapons were dramatically more successful than the Soviet weapons from which many current Russian weapons are developed. The lackluster performance of Russian weapons in Ukraine, even some of the most advanced ones, has added to doubts about their quality.

The fifth and final factor underscoring declining Russian arms sales is Russia’s waning ability to maintain its delivery schedules for existing orders. The war has created new challenges that hinder Russia's ability to stick to its delivery schedule. This may be a short-term issue due to Moscow’s decision to prioritize replenishing its own weapons stocks as its military is being degraded in Ukraine rather than production challenges linked to Western sanctions and export controls. However, the short-term impact has strained Russia’s relations with its clients; in the longer term, technology sanctions may hamper Russia’s ability to fulfill existing or new orders, as it will need to find alternative sources for small components, such as microchips.

**Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability**

It is doubtful Russia can do much to stem the decline in its arms exports. Prior to 2022, Russia had sought to respond to this challenge by offering more technology transfers. For example, for a while Russia was co-developing its fifth-generation combat aircraft (the Su-57) with India with the expectation that New Delhi would purchase up to 144 of the aircraft. However, India ultimately terminated the deal in February 2023. This example underscores a broader pattern: Russia’s recent offers to transfer its technology have largely been unsuccessful. Officials in India, its biggest customer, have openly questioned Russia’s willingness and ability to provide the promised technology.

Other than allowing greater technology transfers, Russia has few other options to make its arms sales more attractive. Given Russia’s rather small and weak economy (it had a gross national product (GNP) of $1.48 trillion in 2022) and the challenges its budget faces as a result of the war in Ukraine, Moscow has little capacity to offer incentives, such as soft loans to help arms exports. Such credits have been instrumental for other exporters, mainly European states and South Korea, to gain large orders, often in competition with Russia.

It is doubtful Russia can do much to stem the decline in its arms exports. Russia can flood markets in developing states with the weapons it can produce now or from existing surplus stocks, as it did in Mali, for example. While such exports make headlines and can do serious damage locally, they are often of marginal economic or strategic importance. To gain any medium- or long-term competitive edge on the larger markets, Russia will need to offer modern, next-generation weapons and the whole package of an integrated support; armaments; and Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISTAR) structure with the guarantee it will be able to support the equipment with spare parts and almost constant upgrades over decades. However, it does not have the money or the technology base to do this for all weapons. And, unlike most other producers, Russia has limited options to supply components for platforms developed elsewhere (as it currently still supplies engines for some Chinese aircraft) or niche systems that can be integrated with platforms or systems of Western origin.

**Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability**

The United States, its allies, and other partners should build on ongoing efforts to use the aftermath of Russia’s invasion to gain a larger part of the arms market. There are, of course, economic benefits from doing so. Increased arms sales bring financial and employment benefits and—although less important for the United States than other small and medium exporters—the larger production runs cut per-unit prices for national procurement. Perhaps even more important, arms exports are a tool for foreign and security policy—a dynamic more salient now than in the past three decades. Arms exports help cement, expand, and build friendly
The United States, its allies, and other partners should build on ongoing efforts to use the aftermath of Russia’s invasion to gain a larger part of the arms market.

relations or formal alliances with states. This has historically been true for Russia: Moscow has used the high volume of sales to countries of geostrategic importance, such as India, Egypt, Algeria, Vietnam, Serbia, and Indonesia, to buttress relations with these states. Russia’s influence with many of these countries is already declining, as Moscow has lost contracts, including to Western states. Indeed, these countries have the option to turn to Western states for their armament needs, creating an opening the United States and the West can exploit.

For several years, the United States and its allies have used a combination of carrots—and sticks—pressuring states to stay away from Russian (and Chinese) arms while offering advanced arms, credits, technology transfers, partnerships, and various other benefits. Egypt, Indonesia, and the Philippines have canceled orders from Russia. Russia has almost disappeared from Latin American markets. It is no longer considered a candidate for most of the large Indian procurement programs. Russia has not managed to break into the large Middle Eastern markets and is no longer a main candidate for medium markets like Malaysia, Indonesia, or Thailand. This carrot and stick policy has a high chance of success in India, and likely in Vietnam and Algeria, where the competition with Russia is strongest and the rewards the largest. This is a long game—all three have a large inventory of Russian weapons and have good arms trade experiences with Russia. It will take time to wean them off Russian arms. However, India seeks advanced technology and an assurance against China and Pakistan; Russia can’t provide the latter, and India seems to no longer believe Russia can offer the advanced technology. Vietnam, of course, would like more support in regard to China, which Russia is not able to provide.

Of course, the opportunity to weaken Russia’s position as an arms exporter should not be used blindly and must be balanced by other considerations: Russia (and China) are generally weak on norms for arms exports and provide arms with few conditions attached, while Western states generally do the opposite. Trying to use the advantage they have now over Russia in some states, Western states should not water down their norms but live up to their stated policies of responsible arms transfers.
Russia’s Technology and Cyber Industries

By Gavin Wilde

Russia’s war in Ukraine has jeopardized its access to the technology and talent that has long fueled its aggression in cyberspace.

The Vulnerability

A
terican military theorists John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt wrote in 1993 that cyber conflict “is about organization as much as technology.” Nearly 30 years later, cyber scholar Max Smeets affirmed this notion in his book on military cyber commands, No Shortcuts, stating that people are “the most important element [...] required to run an effective cyber operation.” To the extent that these axioms hold true for yet another three decades, Russia faces an acute crisis. Even prior to Moscow’s intensified invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, a chronic case of “brain drain” and heavy dependency on foreign-made technology had arguably begun chipping away at Russia’s status as a global cyber power. As Moscow’s war on Ukraine drags into its second year, both dynamics appear likely to intensify.

After Vladimir Putin took the helm of the presidency at the turn of the century, emigration from Russia steadily declined during his first two terms, according to Moscow’s own figures. His return to the presidency in 2012—after a brief stint as Prime Minister to Dmitriy Medvedev—was marked by popular protest and an ensuing wave of crackdowns and repressions. A sharp rise in outward migration followed, accompanied by dire metrics about Russia’s broader demographic decline.

The Kremlin’s illegal annexation of Crimea and military incursion into Ukraine’s Donbas region in 2014 kicked off a similar outflux. As a range of punitive Western economic sanctions began to bite, pollsters, researchers, and senior Russian officials noted a common theme: Russia’s best and brightest were among those flocking to the exits. Out of an estimated 100,000 yearly émigrés from Russia, 40 percent held advanced degrees—and many had no intention of returning home. By early 2018, then-Deputy Prime Minister Dmitriy Rogozin proclaimed that drastic measures were needed to stem the loss of highly educated specialists to countries abroad, calling it Russia’s “greatest weak spot.” The worst, however, still lay ahead.

After its bumbling and brutal “special military operation” in 2022, a mixture of political repression, fears of military conscription, and economic uncertainty led to yet another exodus—conservatively estimated at 500,000, liberally at a million—at levels unseen since the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution or the Soviet collapse of 1991. Once again, peppered throughout these throngs were the country’s information technology (IT) professionals—at least 10 percent of Russia’s entire IT workforce, per the country’s own Communications Ministry last December. There are even some indications that
Russian cybercrime syndicates were disrupted by the human displacement.45 “That’s a generational impact when you talk about the talent walking out the door,” noted Mieke Eoyang, U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Cyber Policy.46

This wasn’t Russia’s only once-in-a-generation exodus. Multinational tech firms—many of which were either firmly entrenched or amid yearslong investments into the Russian market—began pulling up stakes. Beyond Moscow’s energy revenues, the tech sector had been one of the few bright spots for the Russian economy, yielding over a third of the country’s overall gross domestic product (GDP) growth from 2015 to 2021.47 But by spring 2022, major players like Intel, Adobe, Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft, Cisco, Dell, Eriksson, LG, NVDIA, Kyocera, Logitech, Siemens, SAP, Oracle, Juniper Networks, and Samsung had all announced suspensions of some (if not all) business operations in, or product deliveries to, Russia.48 By some measures, IT companies constituted nearly a fifth of this historic pullback.49

Many of these companies did not even wait for Western sanctions and export controls to be announced. When they were, they came in full force. The U.S. Commerce Department called its export restrictions to Russia—which were largely mirrored in scope by the European Union (EU)—“the most comprehensive application of […] its authorities […] targeting a single nation.”50 Moscow’s access to semiconductors consequently plummeted, impacting production of everything from consumer electronics to data servers and scuttling its rollout of 5G mobile networks.51 The country faced a critical data storage shortage, prompting a scramble by the Ministry of Digital Transformation to identify new options for major service providers.52 Legislators considered legalizing software piracy despite the fact that pirated programs are inherently insecure and unpatchable (Digital Ministry and industry leaders have since sought to temper the idea).53

The pullback exposed what the Russian government recently called a “critical dependency” on high-tech imports from abroad.54 According to economic figures from 2019, 45 percent of the $19 billion in such imports to Russia were sourced from the EU, United States, China, and UK.55 Information and communication technologies composed a fifth of that total. By contrast, the share of high-tech products in Russia’s total 2020 exports came to less than 15 percent, most of which were destined for (the now largely closed) European market.56 Such figures are hardly indicative of a self-sustaining tech sector.

By the start of its 2022 war, Moscow was almost eight years into an “import substitution” initiative, designed in part to insulate the country’s economy from external sanctions pressures, as well as to spur domestic industry and innovation. The effort was already flagging, as Moscow had proved unwilling or unable to build the necessary capacity and infrastructure for an indigenous tech sector to take shape, much less to thrive.57 Particularly in the digital arena, it had pitted the intelligence and security services against the very industries that needed to innovate most, as the imperatives of regime stability ultimately prevailed against the economic freedoms necessary for competitive modernization. According to researchers at the German Council on Foreign Relations, rather than spurring the Russian IT sector, Moscow merely subjugated it.58 Meanwhile, as the West set about isolating Russia economically and technologically, analysts Maria Shagina and Emily Kilcrease assessed these restrictions would “force Russia to go through something of a reverse industrialization”: Moscow’s goals would necessarily have to shift from playing catch-up to merely making do with far less. Consequently, ambitious national projects on tech have quietly been scrapped.59

Analysts have closely examined the Russian military’s heavy reliance on Western technology, which fuels its kinetic war machine.60 Such analysis of Moscow’s cyber capabilities is far more difficult, as its premiere cyber-capable agencies—the General Staff Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU), Federal Security Service (FSB), and Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR)—are shrouded in secrecy. However, there is ample reason to suspect a similar dependency prevails there, too.

For example, documents from 2018 detailing the FSB’s vast digital surveillance dragnet, SORM, outlined the central role Nokia and Cisco hardware played—without which functionality “would have been impossible,” said Andrey Soldatov, an expert on Russian intelligence.61 More recent leaks from a Russian commercial subcontractor, Vulkan, detailed the cybersecurity company’s development of a host of capabilities for all three agencies.62 Schematics for several commissioned projects...
were riddled with references to hardware and software from Dell, Intel, Kyocera, Juniper, Cisco, and others necessary either for core componentry or for testing new techniques. U.S. sanctions on similar Russian intelligence subcontractors like Positive Technologies have highlighted past partnerships with Microsoft and IBM.63 Windows of opportunity to sustain such close ties and such ready access to hardware and software, however, have rapidly closed over the past year.

Cyber power on the global stage draws from the interplay between state, commercial, human, and technical capacities. Russia now risks running major deficits in all these areas in the coming years. The private-sector ecosystem to develop and test new digital toolsets is now losing both institutional heft and investment capital.64 The domestic telecommunications infrastructure to both deploy and exfiltrate such toolsets is losing pace with global standards.65 Data storage capacity is reportedly at critically low levels,66 as is the country’s share of young, entrepreneurial, tech-savvy workers. R&D spending remains relatively stagnant.67 Russia has burned through a significant number of offensive cyber toolsets against Ukraine with little strategic impact—other than a much more resilient adversary—to show for it.68 Under such conditions, Moscow may be able to redirect dwindling digital and human resources toward the military and security services but will nonetheless have to run faster just to stay in place.

**Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability**

Moscow’s acknowledgment of this vulnerability lies on a spectrum. On one end, the rank and file of the national security bureaucracy seems to have registered a burgeoning crisis. For instance, Moscow has attempted to stem the tide of departing IT professionals by suspending their mandatory military service and offering preferential lending rates to businesses that manage to retain the bulk of their IT staff.69 Meanwhile, the Digital Development Ministry reportedly circulated a memo to Russian national security officials last summer, warning that overreliance on Chinese tech providers posed clear dangers to not only Russia’s information infrastructure but to the competitiveness of indigenous industries. “The assessment even suggests considering restrictions on technologies produced by Huawei and other Chinese companies in order to avoid a scenario of total dependence,” Bloomberg reported, putting Moscow on a one- to two-year timeline to avoid such a fate.70 Meanwhile, Huawei may have trimmed its commercial ambitions in Russia, but the R&D facilities it maintains throughout the country have been on a hiring spree over the past year.71

On the other end is Putin himself, a reported technophobe and longtime advocate for Russia’s technological autarky who, at least publicly, seems unfazed.72 His comments last summer indicated a sense of relief about the departure of Western firms, which he called a “blessing in disguise” and a forcing function for the Russian market to “finally move on.” In his meeting with Chinese Premier Xi Jinping earlier this year, he boasted that “by combining our wealth of research capacity and industrial capabilities, Russia and China can become world leaders in IT, cybersecurity, and AI.”73 In many ways, this is an acknowledgment of clear synergy that existed even before the war: Russia has ample natural resources but lacks tech and capital, while China has the inverse arrangement.74 Whether the Kremlin is dismissive or simply circumspect about the risk of becoming China’s “junior partner” in the tech sector, as the war drags well into a second year, it does not appear to have any alternative.75 As prospects for technological self-sufficiency continue to grow dimmer, Moscow will somehow have to square either its domestic shortfalls or its dependency on China with Putin’s notions of Russian “sovereignty.”76

Meanwhile, homegrown Russian suppliers are consolidating as they attempt to fill the void left by Western suppliers but are likely to face headwinds without the funding, know-how, and technology previously available to them.77 Meanwhile, some Chinese tech firms, such as Huawei, appear skittish to rush in, as they risk running afoul of secondary sanctions.78 Researchers from the Royal United Services Institute recently concluded that “although some components can be sourced from China, many critical components [...] cannot. Without the requisite domestic manufacturing capabilities, Russia [...] remain[s] highly vulnerable to multilateral efforts to choke off these component flows.”79

**Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerabilities**

Ultimately, any state’s capacity to wage sophisticated, state-backed cyber campaigns against adversaries depends on human and technical capital. Cutting the Russian military, intelligence and security services, and their research and commercial facilitators off from that capital can only benefit the United States and its allies in terms of cybersecurity—not to mention Ukraine on the battlefield.80
But to maximize these benefits, the United States needs to work more closely with its allies and partners on enforcement. A patchwork of cutouts, obscure shell companies, and opaque end users have enabled Moscow to ensure “parallel imports” of desperately needed technology—often via entities located in allied states. Meanwhile, trade data since the onset of the war are sufficient to reveal routes and volumes indicative of likely sanctions evasion. For example, nearly $1 billion worth of advanced chips and electronics were transferred to Russia via China from a foreign-controlled, UK-based company in 2022 despite restrictions being in place. Such instances suggest the need for enhanced anti-money laundering (AML), know-your-customer (KYC), and ultimate beneficial ownership (UBO) regulations and enforcement to stem the illicit flow of money and materiel to targeted Russian entities. New and developing outbound investment screening mechanisms from the United States, EU, and other like-minded states could also be synchronized toward this end.

The United States and its allies should similarly welcome and incentivize the migration of Russia’s tech talent—and anchor them permanently in the West—particularly as the globe faces a growing shortage. By loosening visa regimes for Russian citizens with advanced degrees in cutting-edge fields, the West can gradually sap Moscow of the human capital necessary to feed both its military and cyber aggression. Western diplomats could mimic messaging blitzes by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation and Central Intelligence Agency—aimed at luring away Russia’s spies—to recruit Russian talent from popular landing spots for those disaffected by the war: Georgia, Turkey, Armenia, Israel, and elsewhere.

Make no mistake, Russia is likely to remain a formidable cyber adversary, capable of significant disruption and sophisticated attacks. Its intelligence and security services may become even more brazen as the conventional war effort founders. Moreover, Western sanctions and export controls are hardly airtight. Even so, a rapidly diminishing pool of tech talent and a rapidly growing technological deficit threaten to combine over the longer term to make Russian cyber power difficult to sustain, making Russia more vulnerable to cyber foes and friends alike in the interim.
The Vulnerability

Despite the unprecedented sanctions that the United States, EU, and other countries imposed on Russia following its full-scale invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, the sanctions have not triggered a financial crisis in Russia or had significant spillover effects on its economy. This is in part due to high commodity prices in 2022, which increased Russia’s foreign exchange inflows and budget revenues. In 2023, however, Russia faces a more challenging economic outlook given lower export earnings, a weakening ruble, and widening budget deficits. These challenges mean that the Russian government has less room to manage the economy and that many of Russia’s underlying economic challenges could become more severe. Although Russia’s financial sector has been more resilient than Western policymakers had hoped, it remains riddled with vulnerabilities that Ukraine’s allies could exploit in ways that would exacerbate Russia’s economic challenges and make it more difficult for the Kremlin to sustain its war of aggression in Ukraine.

International sanctions have, thus far, failed to undermine Russia’s macroeconomic stability and the ability to sustain its aggressive war for several key reasons: (1) the United States’ and EU’s gradual approach to implementing crucial measures, especially concerning energy exports; (2) the highly favorable external environment characterized by surging commodity prices, which led to record-breaking export earnings and substantial budget revenues in 2022; (3) Russia’s robust macroeconomic buffers, including relatively low government debt compared to the size of the economy, significant reserves (although some are currently immobilized), and funds saved in Russia’s sovereign wealth fund; and (4) prudent Russian policies, such as recent fiscal consolidation efforts and the Bank of Russia’s (CBR) credible inflation-targeting regime.

As a result, Russian authorities have been able to increase government spending, provide ample liquidity to banks to prevent spillovers into the real economy through the credit channel, and stabilize the ruble exchange rate via capital controls. However, the economy and financial system’s overall resilience in the face of international sanctions should not conceal the fact that Russia’s underlying economic vulnerabilities continue to exist and could resurface quickly. The United States and its allies could amplify Russia’s following economic vulnerabilities, which are long-standing and tend to reoccur during crisis episodes in the country. These underlying vulnerabilities include:

Vulnerability 4

Russia’s Financial Sector

By Elina Ribakova and Benjamin Hilgenstock

With sanctions limiting the government’s room for maneuver in the monetary and fiscal policy domains, Russia’s financial system will have to play a much bigger role in funding the government and boosting the economy. At the same time, authorities will not be able to provide the support banks need to effectively carry out these functions.
Bank liquidity. The initial impact of international sanctions on liquidity conditions in the banking system shows the potential for significant stress. In addition, while the CBR was able to inject sufficient ruble liquidity, the simultaneous expansion of liabilities to and claims on the central bank suggests that Russian banks do not have enough trust to lend to each other on the interbank market. Lack of trust among Russian banks makes the system more dependent on the central bank to address liquidity shocks stemming from deposit runs. If the central bank must pursue multiple objectives (e.g., stabilizing foreign exchange, meeting inflation targets, and ensuring financial stability), addressing liquidity shocks becomes more challenging. As a result, monetary and financial systems overall become less stable.

Household behavior. As in previous Russian economic crises, households have shifted assets into short-term instruments, such as cash and current accounts, given a lack of trust in the banking system. Households’ lack of trust in the banking system is also driving a shift of foreign currency from domestic banks into cash and accounts with foreign institutions. This may also be an indication of people leaving or planning to leave Russia and needing access to their money from abroad. These developments were pronounced in the immediate aftermath of the full-scale invasion and imposition of initial sanctions as well as during the partial mobilization in the fall of 2022.

Budget deficit. With the deficit rising, access to foreign financing essentially gone, and macroeconomic buffers, such as Russia’s sovereign wealth fund, being depleted, banks have to bear most of the burden for government financing by buying sovereign debt issued in the domestic market. As they already hold substantial amounts of Russia’s government debt, this could crowd out credit to the private sector and, thus, spill over into the broader economy.

Economic management. Russia’s banking system is dominated by state-owned institutions, and any non-state institution has little choice but to comply with Kremlin demands. This means decision-making is highly centralized and the system is exposed to substantial risk from a sudden change in economic management. If Vladimir Putin were to decide to replace his still-technocratic current team—which is not yet the case, although some officials, such as Central Bank First Deputy Governor Ksenia Yudaeva, have opted to step down—ripple effects could lead to significant stress in the financial sector.

External conditions. In 2022, Russia’s central bank competently managed the stress created in the financial system and the broader economy. However, the supportive external environment created the policy space to do so. For instance, the CBR was able to simultaneously address financial stability concerns through the provision of liquidity to banks, and monetary stability concerns (e.g., rising inflation and ruble depreciation) through interest rate hikes and the imposition of capital controls. Higher foreign exchange inflows from trade in commodities helped stabilize the ruble. However, the environment has changed dramatically: the trade surplus for the first half of 2023 ($54.3 billion) was 70 percent lower than in the corresponding period in 2022 ($179.8 billion). Russia’s currency has lost one-third of its value.

Fiscal stimulus. Since sanctions were initially introduced in 2014 after the illegal annexation of Crimea, Russia underwent a period of substantial fiscal consolidation, especially through expenditure cuts. As a result, the country had a low debt-to-GDP ratio, which allowed authorities to meaningfully increase spending last year. This has provided critical support to the economy and partially explains why Russia’s economy has outperformed expectations. However, with deficits widening quickly and financing becoming more challenging, there are fewer policy options now and cuts to nondefense spending are likely. Aside from the escalating costs of the war, lower export earnings from oil and gas—and, thus, lower budget revenues—are the key driver of such cuts.

Reserve assets. Another important development in Russian authorities’ available resources for economic management is the immobilization of central bank assets by Ukraine’s allies. An estimated $310 billion in such funds are likely no longer accessible, leaving largely yuan and gold in usable reserves. According to a recent analysis by the EU, around $215 billion is frozen in EU member states alone. However, sanctions have only addressed the issue of reserve stocks, not reserve flows. In 2022 and the first quarter of 2023, Russian banks and corporations accumulated $158 billion in assets abroad due to the country’s large current account surplus. These may not formally belong to the government but could effectively be used to generate budget revenues or pay for imports.

Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability

In 2022, Russia accelerated many of the efforts it had undertaken since 2014 to reduce vulnerabilities in its financial sector, especially reducing its reliance on international financial architecture and shifting the currency composition of cross-border transactions away
from the dollar and euro. In taking these actions, the Kremlin has sought to limit the impact of existing and potential future sanctions, which leverage the West’s still-dominant position in global finance. Here, the sense of urgency has only grown due to the further deterioration of relations with the West since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Russian authorities have spent considerable effort in recent years, especially since 2014–15, establishing alternative domestic systems for many types of financial transactions, including information exchange, payments infrastructure, credit card payments, and rapid transfers. In addition to increased reliance on domestic systems, Russian authorities have been attempting to strengthen links to China’s Cross-Border Interbank Payment System in recent years to reduce dependence on Western financial infrastructure. This has proven to be challenging, but the current geopolitical environment will undoubtedly lead to intensified efforts in this direction. It would allow Russia to insulate its ability to conduct cross-border transactions from existing and future sanctions.

Russia is also increasing its use of currencies such as the ruble and yuan in its international trade. Since the ability to restrict access to the dollar and euro—and the corresponding financial markets—is a critical tool in the West’s sanctions toolbox, such shifts could significantly impact the effectiveness of sanctions going forward. Since the start of the full-scale invasion, the combined share of dollars and euros in Russian goods trade—exports plus imports—has fallen from around 80 percent to slightly below 50 percent, according to data from the CBR. In contrast, the ruble’s and yuan’s shares have grown. The dollar and euro played a more significant role in exports than in imports before the full-scale invasion, but such differences have now largely disappeared. On the exports side, the ruble has seen the most significant gains—35–40 percent versus 10–15 percent previously—while on the imports side, the yuan’s share has expanded most—from 5 percent to 20–25 percent. The share of yuan on the domestic market has also increased from less than 1 percent pre-February 2022 to over 30 percent now.

Although Russia has been able to reduce its reliance on international financial architecture and diversify away from the dollar and euro, it has not been able to address the growing vulnerability posed by its budget deficit. Russia’s federal government deficit reached 2.6 trillion rubles in the first half of 2023, with substantial month-to-month swings triggered primarily by the accounting of war spending. This is already close to 90 percent of what the government had planned for the entirety of 2023 in the original budget. Government revenues derived from oil and gas have declined—they are sharply lower than in the corresponding period in 2022. At the same time, expenditures are rising as a result of wartime spending. Without adjustment, the fiscal deficit could reach 5–6 percent of the GDP, although it is likely that the Kremlin will further cut nondefense spending instead of risking high deficits. Such cuts would certainly be painful for the population, but Russian authorities have demonstrated a willingness and ability to consolidate public finances via spending cuts before.

Given that Russia’s financial system is essentially a closed circuit now, with foreign investors unlikely to return, this leaves the government with only two main financing channels: withdrawals from the country’s sovereign wealth fund (National Wealth Fund, [NWF]) and issuance of ruble-denominated debt (so-called OFZ) in the domestic market. Their use was somewhat muted in the first five months of 2023, as Russia benefited from “overfinancing” in the fourth quarter of 2022, when more funds were brought in than needed for the deficit. However, the government will have to increasingly rely on NWF withdrawals and increase OFZ issuance because deficits will use up Russia’s macroeconomic buffers (e.g., NWF assets) and burden domestic banks, as they are the only remaining major buyer of Russian sovereign debt. Banks already hold about 10 percent of their total assets in government paper; while they could purchase more, it would crowd out other consumer and corporate lending. And they will ask the government for higher interest rates to do so, which will increase medium- and long-term debt service costs.

Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability

Given these growing macroeconomic vulnerabilities, there are several opportunities to meaningfully increase pressure on the Russian financial system. These steps would undermine the Russian financial system’s ability to provide credit to the private sector and finance the government; limit Russian entities’ ability to conduct cross-border transactions; allow for more effective enforcement of sanctions in other areas; and restrict the Russian state’s access to foreign assets. These measures are unlikely to lead to a full-blown economic, financial, or fiscal crisis. However, they would target key areas of concern, such as Russia’s ability to pay for its war of aggression in Ukraine through its energy exports and acquire important components needed for military production. Ultimately, sanctions can
only achieve their objective of bringing the war to an end in conjunction with robust military, financial, and political support to Ukraine.

To undermine the financial system’s ability to provide credit and finance the government, the United States and its allies should:

**Align and expand sanctions on systemically important banks.**

Measures taken regarding Russia’s largest financial institutions should be aligned across jurisdictions by imposing comprehensive restrictions (i.e., Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons [SDN] listing or equivalent measures). The 10 largest banks in asset terms are of particular importance, but measures should ultimately cover other banks, as these can partially substitute for sanctioned entities.

To limit Russia’s ability to conduct cross-border transactions and allow for more effective enforcement of sanctions in other areas, the United States and its allies should:

**Limit channels through which Russian entities conduct cross-border business.**

Banning transactions with additional Russian banks will allow for better monitoring of transactions—and, thus, more effective enforcement of measures, such as the G7/EU oil price caps or military and dual-use goods export controls. The financial system’s critical role in facilitating trade can, thus, be leveraged to reduce violations as well as circumvention, and to make existing sanctions more impactful.

**Disconnect additional Russian banks from SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication).**

Cutting off additional financial institutions from the SWIFT financial messaging system—while not eliminating their ability to interact with the outside world due to the existence of alternative systems as well as non-cut-off intermediaries—would increase transaction costs. However, new restrictions should be targeted and ensure that their ability to track financial flows—and, thus, enforce sanctions—remains intact.

**Set deadlines for the exit of remaining foreign banks.**

Several Western banks (e.g., Raiffeisenbank and UniCredit) remain engaged in Russia, supporting the Russian economy through their activities and functioning as a key remaining channel for cross-border business. Regulators, including the European Central Bank, should establish clear processes and timelines that lead to the exit of any banks under their respective jurisdictions.

**Consider measures targeting third-country institutions.**

Existing restrictions on Russian banks have already led to attempts to circumvent sanctions via financial hubs outside the sanctions coalition’s jurisdiction, and new sanctions will accelerate such developments. Accordingly, governments should consider targeted measures to address this issue. This could involve threats of secondary sanctions by the United States to encourage third-country institutions to end relationships with Russian banks. In other jurisdictions that do not support extraterritorial application of sanctions (e.g., the EU), other types of measures should be considered to achieve the same objectives. For instance, the EU’s 11th sanctions package has created a mechanism that allows for the imposition of sanctions on third-country entities that contributed to sanctions violations by EU actors.

To restrict the Russian state’s access to foreign assets, the United States and its allies should:

**Track official reserves and residents’ foreign assets.**

Sanctions on the CBR and the NWF have immobilized more than $300 billion in official reserves. Still, Russia has accumulated additional assets abroad due to the large balance of payment inflows since the start of the full-scale invasion. Governments that are part of the sanctions coalition need to identify these assets and their geographic location to keep them out of reach of the Russian state. The authors appreciate recent efforts by the EU to track state assets under its jurisdiction, and the authors encourage other governments to follow suit and urge authorities to closely follow newly accumulated foreign assets in addition to preinvasion reserves.
More effectively enforce energy sanctions.

Russian entities’ foreign assets include profits from attempts to circumvent energy sanctions and capture oil market arbitrage. The ownership structures of entities involved in oil trade are opaque, and Russian energy companies may employ third-country shipping companies, oil traders, and refineries to generate revenues in excess of the price cap. More vigorous enforcement would further limit the flow of revenues to Russia and indirectly put pressure on macrofinancial stability. In addition, governments need to ensure that Russia cannot establish alternative channels to access assets abroad or engage in other transactions that could generate foreign currency inflows.103
Russia’s Reliance on Oil and Gas

By Edward Fishman

Russia’s economy remains staggeringly dependent on hydrocarbon sales, a dependence that leaves the country’s economic well-being at the mercy of energy prices and vulnerable to actions that could disrupt the inflow of energy revenues.

The Vulnerability

In 2022, sales of oil, petroleum products, and natural gas accounted for more than 60 percent of Russian export revenues and over 40 percent of budget revenues. Among large economies, Russia stands out for its lack of diversification and reliance on selling commodities. In a ranking of economic complexity by academics at Harvard University known as the Economic Complexity Index, Russia places below not only powerhouses like the United States, Japan, and China but also Belarus and Saudi Arabia.

The Russian government has routinely emphasized the need to diversify the country’s economy. But ultimately, the Kremlin has balked at implementing the measures required to do so, such as empowering an entrepreneurial class, fostering a stable business environment, and protecting private property. To the Kremlin, any benefits of such steps are outweighed by the threat they could pose to Vladimir Putin’s grip on power.

In the wake of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine, the prospects for diversification have gone from slim to none. Foreign investment has dried up. At least 500,000 Russians, many of whom are young and highly educated, have fled the country. Sanctions and export controls have crimped Russia’s access to microelectronics and other foreign components, leading to plummeting manufacturing output. Auto production slumped by nearly 70 percent in 2022, hitting the lowest levels since Soviet times. It is little wonder that, despite Moscow’s threats to refuse to sell oil below the G7 price cap, Russia has continued to sell oil in record volumes at steep discounts. There is even evidence that Russia failed to abide by its February 2023 pledge to cut oil production by 500,000 barrels per day, which may have undermined the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries’ (OPEC) efforts to buoy prices. Russia simply has no other choice: it must sell as much oil as possible if it wants to keep its economy afloat.

Russia’s attempts to weaponize its gas sales to Europe, moreover, have failed to advance the Kremlin’s objectives. Natural gas was supposed to be Russia’s trump card. Before 2022, Russia accounted for roughly half of the EU’s natural gas imports, and the EU accounted for a whopping three-quarters of Russia’s gas exports. While the relationship was one of interdependence, it was widely believed that Russia held the upper hand. Gas, unlike oil, is mainly transported via pipelines, so one source cannot readily substitute for another.

Yet when Russia began shutting off gas sales to several EU member states, the EU quickly adapted. It surged
Russia’s dependence on hydrocarbon sales is its greatest economic vulnerability.

Imports of liquefied natural gas from the United States and Qatar; it reinjected energy consumption and tapped other domestic energy sources; and it benefited from a relatively warm winter. The result was that the EU weathered the storm, reducing Russia’s share of its gas imports to just over 10 percent, while Russia’s gas exports nosedived. Russian gas exports fell by 25 percent in 2022 and are projected to decline by as much as 50 percent this year, hampering the Russian government’s revenues.

Before its full-scale invasion of Ukraine, Russia was heavily dependent on oil and gas sales. Today, it is even more dependent on them. It has no viable alternative sources of income, and its ability to withstand another sharp decline in oil and gas revenues has been weakened. Russia has just a small handful of buyers left for its hydrocarbons, giving China and India massive leverage in price negotiations. It has even worse prospects for diversifying its economy. And it is entirely shut out of international capital markets, so it cannot borrow money to plug any budget deficits, which are rising as oil and gas revenues plunge and military spending skyrockets.

Russia’s dependence on hydrocarbon sales is its greatest economic vulnerability.

Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability

The Russian government is acutely aware of its reliance on oil and gas revenues. In 2022, Moscow overestimated the leverage its natural gas exports gave it over Europe and attempted to weaponize them. The ploy backfired, and now Russia’s gas revenues will be depressed indefinitely. Russia’s gas exports, however, have never been as important as its sales of oil and petroleum products. Oil and petroleum products accounted for over $220 billion in export revenues in 2022, more than twice that of natural gas.

In December 2022, the EU imposed an embargo on purchases of seaborne Russian crude oil, and the G7 imposed a price cap on Russian oil sales. The price cap bans the provision of G7 services—including shipping, maritime insurance, and other financial services—for sales of Russian oil that exceed a fixed cap, currently set at $60 per barrel. Before the invasion, the EU was Russia’s biggest market for oil. In 2021, roughly half of Russia’s oil exports were destined for the EU. By early this year, that figure was down to under 10 percent.

Having lost the European market, Russia has been forced to ship oil out of its main export terminals in the Baltic Sea all the way to India. The implications are significant. The journey from the Russian ports of Primorsk and Ust-Luga to major EU import terminals takes less than a week; the journey to India takes more than a month. Because of far higher shipping costs and lower demand for barrels of Russian oil, India has obtained significant pricing power over Russia, driving up discounts for Urals, Russia’s flagship brand of crude oil. As a result, following the EU embargo and the G7 price cap, Russia’s oil revenues have fallen sharply. In the first half of 2023, Russian oil revenues were down by roughly 50 percent from the previous year.

While it is impossible to cleanly isolate factors, evidence points to the EU embargo, not the price cap, playing the primary role in depressing Russia’s oil revenues. Russia is routinely selling oil to China out of the Pacific port of Kozmino for prices above the cap. It has also recently sold its flagship oil, Urals, out of its Baltic ports for prices that exceed the cap. This suggests that the price cap is not currently functioning as a binding constraint on the price of Russian oil, even when shipping and insurance services from the G7 are used. (The “shadow fleet” does not appear to be large enough yet to ship all of Russia’s oil, and it does not solve the problem of insurance, though Russia has recently made headway in that area by shipping perhaps as much as three-quarters of its oil exports using non-Western insurance.) The fact that the price cap is not serving as a binding constraint indicates that there is substantial room to increase pressure on Russia’s oil revenues.

The picture for gas is even worse than it is for oil for the Kremlin. After losing most of the European gas market, Russia has found it impossible to identify alternative buyers. There just isn’t enough demand, much less pipeline capacity, to place all the gas Russia used to ship to Europe. (China and Russia have been negotiating for the construction of a new pipeline called Power of Siberia 2, but Beijing has dragged its feet on concluding the deal.) As a result, Russia has had to curtail gas production significantly. Combined with the hit to oil revenues, the reduction in gas sales has cut Russia’s total energy revenues in half.

Anton Siluanov, Russia’s Finance Minister, put it bluntly: “There is a problem with energy revenues.” This “problem” has led to a sizable budget deficit, which stood at roughly $25 billion through the end of August.
To try to shore up its budget, the Russian government has changed the way it taxes oil sales. Oil taxes are now indexed to the price of Brent crude as opposed to Russia's flagship Urals product because Urals is selling at massive discounts to Brent. While this will help Moscow collect more tax proceeds from a shrinking pie of total oil revenue, it will also reduce resources for Russian oil companies. This will decrease the incentives for Russian oil companies to invest in production. In effect, Moscow is trying to squeeze as much tax money as it can from its oil sales today, even though this will further weaken its oil sector in the future. Again, the Kremlin lacks other viable options.

Barring an unforeseen turnaround in oil prices, Russia's budget deficit will continue to grow. The Kremlin will need to sell more and more of its foreign currency holdings to finance its deficits, as it has already started to do. Over time, its only option may be to allow the ruble to plunge against the dollar—and indeed, the ruble has slid significantly against the dollar thus far in 2023. A weaker ruble will increase the ruble-denominated value of Russia's oil revenues, but it will also worsen inflation, undermine living standards, and destroy Putin's narrative that Russia is thriving under Western sanctions and that the war in Ukraine is not making life any worse for ordinary Russians.

Russia has limited options to contend with its increasing dependence on oil and gas sales. And they are all bad.

Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability

Since Putin launched his full-scale invasion of Ukraine, the West has tried to walk a fine line on sanctions. On the one hand, the West has attempted to impose “swift and severe consequences” on Russia’s economy, as President Joe Biden promised. But on the other hand, it has tried to do so while largely sparing Russia’s energy sector. It has not done this out of charity but, rather, because of concerns that aggressive sanctions on Russia’s oil and gas sales could spike global prices, which, in turn, could worsen inflation, throw the West into recession, and endanger political support for Ukraine.

The December 2022 EU embargo on Russian oil, coupled with the price cap, marked a change in this approach—but only to a limited degree. The price cap itself was born of fears that a blanket EU ban on insurance and other services for Russian oil could rattle markets. Russia’s oil revenues have fallen in the wake of these policies, but the situation is not so dire yet that it could undermine Putin’s war effort.

The West possesses multiple options to further exploit Russia’s critical dependence on oil and gas sales. These options could be used independently or in combination, and they can be modulated depending on how much pressure the West wants to exert on Russia’s economy and on what timeline.

For Oil and Petroleum Products

**OPTION 1: STRENGTHEN THE PRICE CAP ON RUSSIAN OIL AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS**

In designing the price cap policy, the G7 was more concerned about the possibility of overcompliance than undercompliance. These concerns were rooted in projections by multiple market analysts that the price cap would boost world oil prices. As a result, compliance obligations for insurers and shipping companies are relatively light. For instance, in the EU regulations, if a tanker is found to have shipped Russian oil above the price cap, it is banned from G7 insurance and other services for just 90 days. A penalty this mild can easily be considered a cost of doing business.

To strengthen the price cap, the G7 can threaten to impose sanctions on any entity—whether it is a commodities trading firm, a refinery, a vessel, a shipping company, or an insurance provider—that knowingly participates in a transaction for Russian oil that exceeds the price cap. For example, if a Russian vessel ships Russian oil for a price that exceeds the cap while benefiting from G7 insurance coverage, the G7 could impose sanctions on that vessel. The same sanctions could apply to a United Arab Emirates–based commodities trader or a Chinese oil refinery. Such a policy would significantly raise the costs of violating the price cap. It would almost definitely lead to stricter adherence to the cap, giving buyers of Russian oil even more leverage in price negotiations.

Once the new policy is in place, the G7 would be well positioned to lower the cap as necessary to put more pressure on the Kremlin’s oil revenues.

**OPTION 2: IMPLEMENT FINANCIAL SANCTIONS TO LIMIT RUSSIA’S USE OF ITS OIL PROCEEDS**

G7 sanctions on several of Russia’s largest state-owned banks as well as restrictions on the Central Bank of the Russian Federation immobilized the stocks of Russia’s economy. But they did not immobilize the flows into Russia’s economy. As a result, throughout the war, Russia
has continued to rake in hundreds of billions of dollars in revenues from energy exports, which it can use to buy imports and support its currency in a relatively unencumbered fashion. In essence, Russia has been able to amass large “shadow reserves”—stockpiles of cash that do not accrue to the balance sheet of the central bank but function much like ordinary central bank reserves. This is a gaping hole in the sanctions regime.

The G7 can use financial sanctions to stymie the flow of oil money into Russia’s economy and limit how the Kremlin can use it. The first step is to impose blocking sanctions on all the key nodes of Russia’s energy sector, including big production companies, such as Rosneft and Gazprom, and financial institutions, such as Gazprombank. Even though the two largest banks in Russia, Sberbank and VTB, are under blocking sanctions, as is Rostec, the biggest Russian defense conglomerate, the energy sector retains free access to the global financial system—except transactions to raise new debt and equity, which have been banned since 2014. This odd situation, in which none of the major firms in Russia’s energy sector face blocking sanctions, is a relic of the early days of the 2022 sanctions campaign, when G7 leaders feared spiking oil prices. Fixing it is long overdue.

The second step is to amend the exemptions (found in OFAC General License 8G) that permit virtually all energy-related transactions with Russia. The exemptions could be narrowed such that payments for Russian oil and petroleum products cannot be repatriated to Russia. The proceeds would need to stay in the country that bought the oil and could only be used for bilateral trade in humanitarian goods, such as food, medicine, and medical devices. A similar regime on payments for Iranian oil successfully trapped more than $100 billion in Iran’s oil money in overseas bank accounts. There is no reason that such a campaign could not be applied to Russia.

As with the price cap, such financial sanctions would continue to allow Russian oil to flow to global markets. Moreover, the policy would provide an incentive to buyers of Russian oil, such as China and India, to comply, as it would encourage Russia to buy more humanitarian goods from these countries. It is possible that Russia could retaliate against such a policy by refusing to sell oil, but that would cause a host of problems, from requiring a shut-in that damages existing wells to endangering Russia’s relationships with its key oil buyers. While divining Putin’s actions is a fool’s errand, Russia would retain a powerful incentive to keep selling oil even under such financial sanctions.

**For Natural Gas**

**OPTION 1: BAN EU IMPORTS OF RUSSIAN NATURAL GAS VIA BOTH PIPELINES AND LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS (LNG)**

Russian exports of natural gas to Europe have plummeted since early 2022. The declines initially resulted from Russia’s attempt to weaponize natural gas by banning sales to EU members, such as Poland and Bulgaria. They then worsened when Nord Stream 1 was shut down by an act of sabotage. At the time of writing, Europe is importing the equivalent of 26 billion cubic meters (bcm) of pipeline gas from Russia, a steep drop from the roughly 140 bcm it was buying from Russia before the war.

To provide European businesses with the clarity they need to make long-term investments in alternative energy sources, the EU could permanently ban the import of natural gas from Russia via pipelines. This would ensure that, even if the war in Ukraine becomes a little-discussed frozen conflict, the EU-Russia gas relationship will not be revived. Additionally, in 2022, the EU bought 22 bcm of Russian LNG, purchases that currently face no restrictions. The EU could also ban the import of Russian LNG, depriving the Kremlin of the last piece of the European energy market that remains open to it.

**OPTION 2: IMPOSE SECONDARY SANCTIONS ON INVESTMENTS IN NEW RUSSIAN GAS PROJECTS**

Russia lacks viable, near-term options to place the large quantities of natural gas it used to sell to Europe. To do so over time, Russia will need to invest heavily in new pipeline capacity to Asia as well as LNG facilities and export terminals. The West can complicate these plans by threatening to impose secondary sanctions on banks and companies that invest in such projects. Without access to Western financing and technology—and with foreign firms facing the threat of secondary sanctions—Russia’s efforts to reroute its natural gas production will be rendered exceedingly difficult, if not impossible. China, for instance, may never sign up for Power of Siberia 2.
There is also a useful precedent for these sanctions. The Iran Sanctions Act requires the U.S. government to impose secondary sanctions on any firm that makes a significant investment in Iran’s energy sector. After the passage of the 2010 Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act, the State Department was afforded a “special rule” that it could use to negotiate gradual wind-downs of investments in Iran’s energy sector. The State Department leveraged the special rule to good effect, securing agreement from companies such as Total, Eni, and Shell to exit Iran. A similar regime applied to investments in new Russian gas pipelines and LNG projects could put a decisive end to Russia’s role as a major player in gas markets.
Vulnerability 6

Ukraine as Russia’s Soft Underbelly

By Eric Ciaramella

Ukraine’s growing ability to impose costs on Russia—on the battlefield; through asymmetric means; and in the diplomatic, cultural, and legal spheres—will pose a significant long-term vulnerability for Russia.

The Vulnerability

As they fight their defensive war for survival, Ukraine’s state and citizens now represent a serious vulnerability for Russia and for President Vladimir Putin’s regime. This vulnerability is related primarily to the growing ability of Ukraine’s military and intelligence services to impose costs on Russia, but it also manifests in other domains. It is an irony of Putin’s own making: despite claiming to have invaded Ukraine to increase Russia’s security, Putin’s blunder saddled his country with a far more dangerous challenge. So long as Russian forces occupy Ukrainian territory, Ukraine will constitute, in the words of Carnegie scholar Eugene Rumer, “the most threatening, hostile, irreconcilable enemy on Russia’s western frontier.”

The military challenge Russia faces from its neighbor is undeniable. But it was not inevitable. Ukraine’s army was in catastrophic disrepair in 2014, when Putin illegally annexed Crimea and launched an undeclared war in eastern Ukraine. Ukraine managed to defend itself for nearly eight years, aided by training and a small amount of weaponry from the West. Even with this support, the Ukrainian military posed no serious threat to the Russian military before February 2022, when Putin justified his full-scale invasion by purporting to seek Ukraine’s “demilitarization.” Now, Ukraine boasts one of the most formidable forces on the European continent, armed with sophisticated American and European equipment. On the margins of the NATO summit in Lithuania in July, Western leaders committed to guaranteeing weapons supplies to Kyiv in perpetuity.

The risk to Crimea—Putin’s crown jewel—could eventually become acute as well. Ukrainian officials have telegraphed that a full-blown offensive to liberate the peninsula is probably not in the cards, and it does not appear likely that the Ukrainian military will reach the administrative boundary this year. But Crimea is far from secure. Ukraine has already shown it can strike targets on the peninsula: in September alone, it destroyed two docked Russian warships and severely damaged the Black Sea Fleet headquarters in Sevastopol. Armed with new long-range missiles and drones, it is in a position to hold Russian military and logistical facilities on the peninsula at permanent risk. Moscow’s options to keep Crimea resupplied are limited. If the overland route that Russian forces seized last year becomes impassable, they will have to rely increasingly on the Kerch Strait. Russia’s multibillion-dollar bridge will then become a death trap, with attacks like the ones last October and this past July becoming the norm.

In this
Despite claiming to have invaded Ukraine to increase Russia’s security, Putin’s blunder saddled his country with a far more dangerous challenge.

groups, have caused the United States, Europe, and other partners to take sweeping actions to punish Russia and support Ukraine since the invasion began. The scope of these actions—sanctions, military aid, and other measures—would have been far more modest were it not for Ukraine’s power of persuasion and public relations savvy. Ukraine has notched fewer victories in the Global South, but Zelensky’s appearance in May at the Arab League summit in Saudi Arabia and meetings with his Indian and Indonesian counterparts on the margins of the G-7 summit in Japan show that Russia does not monopolize the narrative outside the West. Meanwhile, repeated votes of censure at the U.N. show that Russia has few reliable allies. Ukraine’s sudden emergence as a soft power juggernaut also spells long-term trouble for Russia. Ukrainian activists have forced Russian musicians and performers who want to continue working in the West to denounce the war or else face a boycott. Ukrainian officials and athletes are cajoling the West into freezing Russian and Belarusian athletes out of international sporting
competitions, especially the 2024 Olympics in Paris. Russian soft power was already on the decline before the invasion; Ukraine will make sure it is dead and buried.

Ukraine's legal minds also pose a growing risk to Russia. Ukrainian state-owned gas company Naftogaz's recent international arbitration victory in its long-running case against Gazprom provides a taste of what is to come: the Russian company owes $5 billion for its seizure of Ukrainian assets in Crimea, and Naftogaz is seeking to enforce the judgment against Russian assets in third countries. Ukrainian researchers are also meticulously gathering data on the economic and property damages inflicted by Russia since the invasion began. Moscow can expect a wave of lawsuits and demands for reparations in the years to come. The West might be hesitant to seize frozen Russian assets and make them available for Ukraine's reconstruction, but that position will become increasingly untenable as the Ukrainians press their moral advantage and the bills come due.

The scale of Russian war crimes means that Kyiv will pursue accountability for generations. Zelensky’s push for a Nuremberg-style tribunal for Putin and his top aides has met with some skepticism, but Ukraine's backers seem eager to find a solution. As prosecutions get underway, Russian officials might never again be able to set foot in large swaths of the globe. Already, the International Criminal Court’s issuance of an arrest warrant for Putin is complicating his overseas travel, with South Africa forced to disinvite him from a major summit with developing economies in August.

If Ukraine cannot achieve accountability through international law, history shows that actors may pursue other options. Budanov's statements indicate a willingness to pursue extrajudicial punishments: “Any perpetrator that committed any war crimes or crimes against humanity in Ukraine [...] will be found and eliminated in any part of the world.” Ukraine's intelligence services, for example, might consider Israel's efforts to bring Nazi war criminals to justice or its decades-long, globe-spanning assassination campaign against the perpetrators of the 1972 Munich Olympics massacre. The West would view such developments with unease—and one should hope that international law will provide enough avenues for accountability—but, in the end, few will come to the defense of war criminals.

Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability

The Kremlin has been slow to grasp the consequences of having created a determined, capable, Western-backed adversary at its doorstep. Although some prominent Russian nationalists have acknowledged the problem, Russian officials' deep-rooted chauvinism toward Ukrainians has meant that they perennially underestimate their neighbor’s capacity and will to resist. Putin's belief that his forces would march into Kyiv unopposed was the most tragic manifestation of this chauvinism, but it has persisted amid battlefield setbacks. When a Ukrainian missile sank the Russian flagship Moskva in the spring of 2022, for example, Russian officials and propagandists were quick to blame everyone else: NATO, bad weather, even the Russian navy’s own corruption. They could not fathom the possibility that Ukraine had secretly designed, tested, and fielded a deadly new capability.

Even if Moscow fully appreciated the challenge it faces, it has few options to address it. Ukrainians brush off the threat of retaliation by arguing that there is little more Russia could do to inflict pain; they appear unfazed even by the prospect of nuclear weapons use. Moreover, Russia's terror-bombing campaign against Ukrainian cities, launched last fall ostensibly in retaliation for the Crimean Bridge attack, has failed to erode Ukraine's willingness to challenge Russia across all domains. Putin might return to his earlier attempts to target the Ukrainian leadership, but Russia's ability to do so remains questionable. In any case, Russia's long-term vulnerability is not Zelensky or any particular group of Ukrainian officials: Putin has made unyielding foes out of tens of millions of Ukrainians. Ukraine has the will and unity to sustain its fight even under different future leadership.
Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability

In supporting Ukraine’s legitimate right to self-defense, the United States is already magnifying many aspects of the vulnerability Russia faces on the battlefield. It can do more to persuade Putin that this challenge will grow over time, especially by codifying its commitments to train and equip Ukraine’s armed forces over the long term. In building Ukraine’s future force, the United States must ensure that it has the right mix of tactics, technologies, and capabilities—including those that can hold strategic military targets inside Russia at risk—to be able to match or offset Russia’s battlefield advantages. In doing so, Washington can make clear to any leader in the Kremlin that invading Ukraine will invariably fail.

It would also be in the interest of the United States to vigorously back Ukraine’s efforts to seek accountability and reparations. In the diplomatic domain, the United States should continue working with Ukraine to assemble the broadest possible coalition of global actors invested in seeking peace based on the principles enshrined in the U.N. Charter, building upon recent international gatherings in Denmark and Saudi Arabia.

The United States should not—and probably cannot—stand in the way of Ukraine’s efforts to degrade Russia’s resolve and warfighting capabilities.

Ukraine’s asymmetric operations outside its territory are the trickiest part of this equation. Some Western officials worry that Ukraine’s audacious moves will spark escalation. But Washington would be wise to remember that Kyiv has agency in this war. Moreover, its ability to inflict pain on Russia is a net asset rather than a liability. Ukrainians understand far better than Americans and Europeans what Russia’s weaknesses are—and will exploit them relentlessly. Washington can offer its advice, making clear that Kyiv must operate according to the laws of armed conflict and choose its targets carefully. But at the end of the day, the United States should not—and probably cannot—stand in the way of Ukraine’s efforts to degrade Russia’s resolve and warfighting capabilities.

Putin will no doubt use Ukraine’s vigorous self-defense to justify Russia’s permanent war footing. But he cannot escape the fact that he has turned Russia’s most sensitive frontier into a bloody quagmire and a source of internal instability. In exploiting this vulnerability, the West should not aimlessly seek to cause Russia pain. Rather, the purpose of imposing costs is to achieve a change in an adversary’s behavior: to make Russia understand that it will be more secure once it withdraws from Ukraine and accepts its neighbor’s integration into Western security institutions. The alternative—a Ukraine unmoored, powerful, and profoundly aggrieved—will be a hazard to Russia for generations.
Russia’s war in Ukraine has alienated broad swathes of Central Asia and the South Caucasus, causing some of Russia’s closest allies to start putting distance between themselves and Moscow. Russia’s unexpectedly subpar military performance in Ukraine and distraction from other regional crises is pushing Russia’s neighbors to look elsewhere for diplomatic and security partners.

Russia’s Declining Influence in Central Asia and the South Caucasus

By Paul Stronski

Russia’s war in Ukraine has alienated broad swathes of Central Asia and the South Caucasus, causing some of Russia’s closest allies to start putting distance between themselves and Moscow. Russia’s unexpectedly subpar military performance in Ukraine and distraction from other regional crises is pushing Russia’s neighbors to look elsewhere for diplomatic and security partners. If Russian President Vladimir Putin hoped his war in Ukraine would shore up the Kremlin’s “privileged sphere of influence” in Eurasia, as Dmitriy Medvedev once labeled the region, Russia’s subpar military performance, brutality against Ukrainian civilians, and threats of escalation instead have weakened Russia’s position across Eurasia, from Moldova to Kazakhstan, creating space for other regional powers—China, India, Iran, and Turkey—to step in. This new reality is a remarkable turnaround from early 2022, when Russia’s regional influence appeared supreme. Just over a year before, the Kremlin had brokered a cease-fire between Armenia and Azerbaijan, realizing its long-standing goal of inserting troops (peacekeepers) into the latter. The Kremlin also activated the Russian-sponsored Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) for the first time in January 2022, helping to secure the Kazakhstani presidency for Kassym-Jomart Tokayev.

Russia’s preoccupation with and difficulties in Ukraine have led some of Russia’s allies and neighbors to rethink their reliance on Moscow as an arms supplier and security partner. Border clashes in both Central Asia and the South Caucasus in 2022 and 2023, to which Moscow struggled to respond, revealed Moscow’s limited capabilities to react to regional crises, particularly as it wages war in Ukraine.

Furthermore, with the exception of Belarus, Turkmenistan, and elements of the current Georgian ruling elite, Russia’s neighbors are trying to distance themselves from Moscow. Tokayev, for instance, has yet to repay his debt to Putin; instead, he has publicly criticized Russia’s war and permitted Kazakhstani charitable organizations’ humanitarian relief shipments to Ukraine. Despite signals in 2021 that Uzbekistan would join the Eurasian Economic Union (EEAU), Tashkent rejected membership in 2022 and existing EEAU members have started questioning the body. And Russia’s cultivation of the Georgian Dream government in Tbilisi has not translated into a rapprochement with Georgian society at large. With Russian-sponsored regional integration projects weakened, global and regional powers now find more receptive audiences and opportunities in Central Asia and the South Caucasus.

Financial flows and trade turnover between Russia and its neighbors in Central Asia and the Caucasus rose dramatically in 2022, helping reinvigorate economies across the regions. However, these inflows of money reflected large-scale capital flight from Russia and Moscow’s use of neighboring countries for sanctions evasion rather
than traditional investment. This burst of economic ties may not prove sustainable in the long term because most of the Russians who recognized the need to move either themselves or their money out of the country have done so. Washington, Brussels, and London all now signal a clampdown on sanctions evasion is coming.

Furthermore, while the West warily watches the region’s role in evading sanctions, this trend ironically highlights the shifting power dynamics between Moscow and its immediate neighbors. Moscow now depends on its former Soviet neighbors more than ever for economic survival and to demonstrate that it is not fully isolated on the diplomatic sphere. Sensing newfound Russian weakness, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan enjoy more leverage in their relationships with Moscow than before. Each to some extent has sought to buttress diplomatic and trade ties with the United States or EU since February 2022. Even Armenia, which is highly dependent on Russia, is showing an independent streak, reportedly pushing back at Russian pressure to join the Russia-Belarus Union State; publicly questioning the Russian-Armenian security alliance; and trying to enhance relations with the West, Middle East, and India.

For example, the dynamics between Moscow and Baku have shifted significantly over the past two years as Russia become more reliant on Azerbaijani interlocutors, among others, to help it get around sanctions and continue energy exports. Azerbaijan essentially ripped up the Russian-brokered 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh ceasefire in December 2022 when it launched its 9-month blockade against the ethnically Armenian-enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh that Russian peacekeepers could not or would not break. Moscow also stood aside during, and possibly even assented to, Azerbaijan’s successful September 2023 attack that killed several Russian peacekeepers and quickly defeated the separatist entity. Baku apparently no longer sees Russia’s formal alliance with Armenia or its presence on Azerbaijani territory as deterrents and is challenging Moscow in the region.

In Armenian eyes, Russia’s lack of assistance to the country in the 2020 war, combined with the increased Azerbaijani coercive diplomacy and incursions into Armenia proper to which Russia failed to respond, are cause to question the country’s traditional political, economic, and security reliance on Russia and begin to look elsewhere, with anti-Russian anger spiking visibly after Nagorno-Karabakh’s defeat.

**Russian Efforts to Mitigate the Vulnerability**

Although Central Asia and Armenia are entrenched in the Russian security sphere through arms sales, bilateral security agreements, and the CSTO, Russia’s military difficulties in Ukraine, subpar performance of Russian defense equipment, and supply problems are pushing Russia’s allies to reassess their reliance on Moscow. With troops on the ground in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, and Tajikistan, Moscow is not going anywhere, but it reportedly has been forced to reassign some personnel from Central Asia, Armenia, and Georgia’s breakaway territories to Ukraine.

Due to Russian and CSTO lukewarm support during regional border crises in 2022 and 2023, two Russian allies, Kyrgyzstan and Armenia, canceled alliance-wide training exercises in their territories over the past year. In May 2023 the Armenian Prime Minister even publicly broached the idea of leaving the CSTO, exposing tensions and fissures in the block.

In a possible effort to placate both countries, Belarusian President Aleksandr Lukashenko, a Putin proxy for engaging the region, admitted in June 2023 that both capitals have legitimate grievances with the Russian-backed multilateral alliance and that the CSTO should address these grievances to remain a relevant regional actor.

With the Russian armament burn rate high in Ukraine, NATO member Turkey is seen as an increasingly attractive partner by Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan. Uncertain about the future of the Russian defense industry, they have signed agreements to purchase Turkish drones or launch joint production facilities. Russia today contends with a Turkish military presence in the Caucasus and a robust Turkish-Azerbaijani security alliance. It also faces an Ankara-dominated Organization of Turkic States in which even neutral Turkmenistan participates as an observer.

Farsi-speaking Tajikistan turned to Iran for drones and the United Arab Emirates for military vehicles. India is now an attractive security and arms supplier.
Identifying Russian Vulnerabilities and How to Leverage Them
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Russian soft power has taken hits too. Rising ethnic nationalism across Central Asia and the Caucasus in response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has pushed local leaders to accelerate derussification in the cultural sphere and sparked public discussion of the need to “fully decolonize” both regions from Russia. The mass arrival of hundreds of thousands of Russian citizens to the region may stall this decolonization trend and the steady decline in Russian-language use across Eurasia. However, that too may not be guaranteed. Many of these new residents see the Caucasus and Central Asia as places to wait out the war or temporary stops toward their final destinations. Some have already moved elsewhere.

The Kremlin’s denial of Ukrainian identity and that country’s right to exist as a sovereign state are unwelcome precedents across the region. Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan have been on the receiving end of Russian propagandists’ questioning of their historical legitimacy or sovereignty decision-making since February 2022. In response, several states have suffered from periodic Russian threats of kinetic action, not-so-veiled calls for the removal of the Armenian leadership, or outright economic punishment for domestic policies with which Moscow disagrees.

Despite these fissures between Russia and its neighbors, the Kremlin certainly retains tools of coercive power and threatens to use them, particularly when it perceives one of its allies as being disloyal to Moscow. The Kremlin imposed dairy bans on both Armenia and Kyrgyzstan in protest of domestic policies the countries have taken. The former concerned Yerevan’s willingness to ratify the founding treaty of the International Criminal Court—a body that issued an arrest warrant for Putin on war crimes allegations. The latter was in response to the Kyrgyzstan parliament’s decision to enhance the status of the Kyrgyz language in the country at the expense of Russian. These asymmetrical punishments from Moscow, however, often prove to be self-defeating and cause further damage to Russian soft power in the Caucasus and Central Asia.

On the energy front, Russia still holds many cards it can deploy against its neighbors, as its periodic 2022 stoppages of Kazakhstani oil through the Caspian Pipeline Consortium indicate. Given large-scale gas shortages in Central Asia, Uzbekistan in 2023 agreed to buy reverse-flow gas from Russia, although it and Kazakhstan pushed back on Putin’s proposal for a formal “gas union.” Yet, the shock of the invasion, combined with concerns about Russia’s use of energy as a tool of coercion, is pushing some Central Asian countries to begin thinking beyond hydrocarbons toward renewable energy. They have found partners in China, Europe, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and the United States in developing wind, solar, and hydropower projects in the region. Armenia is in discussions with the United States about building modular nuclear reactors with U.S. technology. These shifts are welcome stepping stones to greater energy independence and enhanced engagement with outside powers that have money and the technological prowess Russia now lacks.

Russia needs friends in Central Asia and the South Caucasus to demonstrate to domestic and international audiences that it is not fully isolated.

Russia needs friends in Central Asia and the South Caucasus to demonstrate to domestic and international audiences that it is not fully isolated. Russian senior leaders are engaging their Eurasian counterparts in bilateral, multilateral, and virtual meetings with greater frequency than in recent memory. These interactions, however, are not bringing Putin substantive results, as his interlocutors increasingly prefer the path of symbolic diplomacy whenever possible to minimize the reputational risks and substance of any meeting with Putin. Eurasian leaders today can play harder to get, and Putin reportedly had to personally plead with several Central Asian leaders at the last minute to get them to attend his annual May 9 Victory Day celebration in Moscow—something a Russian leader would not have had to do in years past.

Finally, given the growing lack of interest in Russian-dominated regional organizations, Moscow recognizes the potential that China or another state could fill a growing vacuum of Russian power in the Caucasus or Central Asia. Moscow has doubled down in its engagement with Beijing, as well as New Delhi and Ankara, on regional issues. Moscow also sees expanding the regional organizations, like the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) or Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) format, with additional members or observers to dilute the power of these potential competitors on the regional and global states.
Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability

Moscow’s war of choice is undermining its image as a reliable partner in Eurasia and over time is creating potential to create vacuums that others, such as China or Iran, could fill. China already is keen to take advantage of Russia’s weakened position in the region, as the May 2023 China-Central Asia Summit in Xian, China, suggests. Beijing and Tehran both show interest in expanding their influence in the Caucasus as well. Yet, Central Asians and residents of the South Caucasus have been mistrustful of Chinese and Iranian ambitions in the region; regional elites likewise are hesitant to put all their eggs in the China basket and are wary of aligning with Iran. Thus, it is important for the United States and its like-minded partners to help shape the new order that is emerging in Eurasia, making sure Central Asia and the South Caucasus are not dominated by an adversarial power and forcing Moscow (and Beijing) to expend more time and resources in the region that otherwise could be used against the West in Europe or East Asia.

The resources needed by the United States to help shape this order need not be extensive, particularly if Washington leans on those like-minded states. U.S. policymakers should refrain from unrealistic transformative agendas, like an elusive promise of NATO membership or broad ambitions to promote democracy. Instead, it should focus on a more finite agenda—enhancing regional governance and investment climates, supporting initiatives for economic growth, providing security assistance, and collaborating with locals to promote human and health security. Both Central Asia and the South Caucasus border highly unstable regions; the potential for internal stability remains high in both. Making sure Eurasian states remain sovereign and stable is in the United States’ best interests.

However, cognizant of the limited attention span of Washington to the region, the governments of Central Asia and the South Caucasus are aware the United States alone cannot and will not solve their problems. Today they seek a more diverse array of diplomatic, trade, and security interlocutors and are looking for ways to engage the EU, wealthy Gulf states, Japan, India, Pakistan, and Turkey, among others. Russia’s drive to weaken the Western-dominated unipolar world and push the United States out of Eurasia instead created opportunities for others in Russia’s backyard and enhanced the motivation for regional leaders to hedge. Washington need not fear this growing multipolarity in Eurasia. It instead should work with these regional powers—most of which are U.S. allies or partners—to shape the new landscape to its advantage. Stepping up efforts to foster greater regional cooperation among Eurasian states, which Europe, Japan, India, Turkey, and the United States already do, could help enhance the resiliency of the region and its ability to resolve regional problems without Russia.

The United States should take advantage of the presence of hundreds of thousands of Russian citizens in Eurasia who fled Russia either out of disenchantment with Putin or the war. Their arrival in neighboring states to some extent has undermined Moscow’s propaganda narrative of its Ukraine invasion as a “just war.” They provide new opportunities to enhance U.S. public diplomacy outreach to the Russian-speaking world. Through a variety of assistance efforts, the United States should try to enhance the economic resilience of the region, particularly as it prepares to ramp up sanctions enforcement. The United States can also help relieve the strain Russian exiles have put on local societies and foster development in promising economic sectors, such as IT.

The recent spike in Russian-Eurasian trade turnover will not subside unless the United States and Europe step up sanctions enforcement in Eurasia. Russian sanctions evasion is a complex process involving transshipment between multiple Eurasian states and major transportation hubs, including the United Arab Emirates and Turkey. It is time for greater enforcement, although these efforts should not just target Eurasian states and intermediaries. The U.S. government and the EU also should clamp down on international companies, exporters, cargo facilitators, and insurers that participate in transporting sanctioned goods from Europe or Asia to Eurasia for reexport to Russia. The West must offer financial relief to lessen the economic blow of greater enforcement on Eurasian economies and to foster development of new sectors to reduce the need for residents and Russian migrants to engage in transshipment.

Finally, providing Western training, military supplies, and armaments to the region, where and when appropriate, could further highlight Russia’s reduced military capabilities and encourage greater cooperation with...
outside powers. It would buttress the recent push by Central Asian and Caucasus governments to find new suppliers in Europe, India, Iran, Turkey, or the United Arab Emirates. It would also enhance the region’s ability to shore up its own security amid unstable neighbors. Aware that any formal break with Russia could prove dangerous to its neighbors, Western countries should neither expect nor demand Eurasian states formally leave the CSTO or EEAU but encourage local states to take advantage of the slow decline of both organizations to diversify their diplomatic, economic, and security interlocutors.
Russia’s Crumbling Diplomacy

By Pete Schroeder

Putin’s war in Ukraine has sapped the strength and vitality of Russian diplomacy, undermining a traditional strength and making it vulnerable to pressure that will make it harder for Moscow to punch above its geopolitical weight for the foreseeable future.

The Vulnerability

On November 18, 2021, just three months before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Russian President Vladimir Putin attended the annual board meeting of Russia’s Foreign Ministry.222 It was a rare in-person appearance, particularly given his isolation during the COVID-19 pandemic.223 Even as Putin was overseeing the military buildup on Ukraine’s border, he charged Russia’s diplomats with securing long-term security guarantees from the West, putting Russian diplomacy front and center on Moscow’s path toward war.224 It was an impossible task—if he was ever serious about it. Regardless of his intent, the emphasis that Putin placed on Russia’s diplomats in the run-up to the invasion made the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) an accomplice in his war, and in doing so turned Russian diplomacy—traditionally a strength—into a vulnerability. Russian diplomacy has long been a key tool in helping Moscow punch above its weight, leveraging its experienced, expert corps of diplomats and positions in multilateral organizations to get Moscow a seat at the table for the most pressing global issues. Today, however, Russian diplomacy is cowering in a defensive crouch, ceding the initiative to others. Deft U.S. policy can capitalize on this vulnerable position to roll back Russian gains over the past decade and diminish Russian clout in international organizations and multilateral forums.

It is true that the Russian Foreign Ministry’s role in policy formulation has been waning over the past decade, with the military and intelligence service taking on quasi-diplomatic roles.225 As a case in point, when Russia began military operations in Syria in September 2015, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov notably seemed out of the loop, according to then–Secretary of State John Kerry.226 Moreover, Putin chose an obscure officer, Aleksandr Lavrentyev—not a senior diplomat—to manage Syria-related diplomacy back in 2015 after Russia’s intervention.227 And yet, despite the waning influence of the MFA, until 2022 Russia’s diplomacy had been a relative strength, helping Putin play a poor hand well. It had been global, securing Moscow a voice in nearly every major international issue, from Middle East conflicts to Afghanistan’s future, nuclear nonproliferation to climate change and technology. As a U.N. Security Council (UNSC) permanent member, Russia has wielded its veto and leveraged it for influence.228 It has also been adept at using U.N. systems and other multilateral forums. For example, Moscow both shaped the creation of the U.N. Office of Counter-Terrorism and ensured a Russian diplomat leads it.229 In 2019, Russia also successfully
Russia as a victim.232 When he tried to portray even laughed at Lavrov at the Raisina Dialogue in India this year, the audience multilateral meetings when Russian officials speak, and at the heading broken.231 Western diplomats regularly walk out of multilateral meetings when Russian officials speak, and at the Raisina Dialogue in India this year, the audience even laughed at Lavrov when he tried to portray Russia as a victim.232 UNGA has repeatedly condemned Russia’s invasion of Ukraine by overwhelming margins—often by margins larger than in 2014—as seen most recently in February 2023 in a resolution that was supported by 141 states, with 7 against and 32 states abstaining.233 At the second Russia-Africa summit in July 2023, less than half the number of leaders attended, compared to the first summit in 2019.234 Russia has had some success in keeping countries in the so-called Global South neutral in its war in Ukraine. For example, only 45 countries have imposed sanctions on Russia, and nearly 90 countries still offer Russian citizens visa-free entry, including Argentina, Israel, Mexico, Thailand, Turkey, and Venezuela.235 However, much of Russia’s apparent “success” has been more the product of these countries’ colonial histories and their dissatisfaction with the United States than a result of Russia’s diplomatic strength.236 And even though Russia may be a colonial power, that legacy does not reside with the countries in question. A simple comparison makes the point. Although only 45 countries have imposed some form of sanctions against Russia, over three times that number—141—voted at UNGA against Russia’s war.237 The dichotomy suggests that it is not Russian diplomats persuading their counterparts of the justness of Russia’s actions that is leading the Global South to stay neutral. Russian diplomacy, therefore, has become more of a vulnerability than a strength. Russia has long relied on diplomacy to help keep threats at bay. Today that is less the case, opening the Kremlin up to a greater degree to external challenges. Moscow now has fewer resources and tools available to engage foreign partners and boost Russia’s global influence. As of June 2023, Russia is already facing significant budget deficits, with few prospects for robust future growth.238 Moreover, Moscow’s traditional use of arms sales and security cooperation to build influence with foreign partners is already being undermined by its war in Ukraine.239 Either Russia needs the arms and equipment for its own uses, it has fewer personnel available to spearhead cooperation and training, or foreign partners fear sanctions or the reputational risk of buying arms or working with Russian military and intelligence services.240 Reports in early June, based on analysis of customs clearance data, suggest that Russia is even reimporting military equipment that previously was sold to India and Myanmar.241 Russian diplomacy, therefore, is likely to remain in a defensive crouch, with Moscow unable to mount significant diplomatic initiatives and struggling to defend its prerogatives and global influence. The growing weakness of Russian diplomacy in the wake of its invasion of Ukraine is already apparent. Despite years of Russia positioning itself at the center of Middle Eastern geopolitics, it was Beijing that brokered the normalization of ties between Iran and Saudi Arabia.242 Moscow is finding it harder to leverage its position at the U.N., as witnessed by the overwhelming defeat of Russian ally Belarus’s pursuit of a rotating seat at the UNSC.243 Moscow’s role as the indispensable player along its periphery is also slipping. Two years ago, Russian engagement was critical to halting Azerbaijan’s offensive against Armenia, yet now Moscow’s diplomatic role was eclipsed by the EU and Russia was unable to prevent renewed hostilities.244 Russia is also moving from diplomatic creditor to debtor as the war forces Moscow to rely more on its partners. For example, Turkey has become a key interlocutor, helping broker the grain export deal with Russia, Ukraine, and the U.N., and serving as a key transshipment node for goods making their way to Russia.245 Reflecting the changed dynamics, Russia in January supported the UNSC resolution extending cross-border aid into northwestern Syria from Turkey; it had previously bargained hard for concessions and ultimately abstained.246 Greater reliance on its partners will also make it harder for Moscow to navigate regional rivalries. Closer defense ties with Iran likely will push a measure through the U.N. General Assembly (UNGA) to set up an international convention to fight cybercrime, over U.S. and Western opposition.230 Finally, Moscow has successfully navigated regional differences and bitter rivalries, deepening relationships and influence with a range of partners, including Iran and Israel, Turkey and the Kurds, and China and India.

But Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has sabotaged its own diplomacy. Unsurprisingly, after selling Kremlin narratives about Ukraine while downplaying the likelihood of war, the invasion has damaged Russia’s credibility, even among those more inclined to give Moscow the benefit of the doubt. Boris Bondarev, one of the few Russian diplomats to resign in protest, has described Russian diplomatic work as practically impossible now, adding that Russian foreign policy is fundamentally broken.231 Western diplomats regularly walk out of multilateral meetings when Russian officials speak, and at the Raisina Dialogue in India this year, the audience even laughed at Lavrov when he tried to portray Russia as a victim.232

Today, Russian diplomacy is cowering in a defensive crouch, ceding the initiative to others.
make it harder to court Israel; greater economic reliance on China will likely make it more difficult to sustain constructive relations with states in Southeast Asia.\textsuperscript{247}

**Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability**

The erosion of Russia’s diplomatic legitimacy and influence certainly is not lost on senior foreign policy officials in Moscow. UNGA votes are a decent barometer of Russia’s global standing, and as previously noted, Moscow is consistently losing by large margins. Russia’s relations with the West have collapsed; Bondarev noted that Russian diplomats’ personal relationships with their Western counterparts fractured in the immediate aftermath of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.\textsuperscript{248}

Recognizing its vulnerable diplomatic position, Moscow seemingly is pursuing a three-pronged approach to mitigate the potential risks. First, Moscow is lowering its ambitions, eschewing broad, high-stakes initiatives, and focusing on simple engagement for engagement’s sake to show that Russia is not isolated. For example, Russia is no longer pushing for a summit of the leaders of the five UNSC permanent members, which Putin had proposed in January 2020.\textsuperscript{249} Such simpler engagement contributes to the success that Russia has had in keeping the Global South and others neutral in the Ukraine war.\textsuperscript{250} This engagement is buttressed by narratives, propaganda, and information campaigns that seek to reinforce skepticism and criticism of the West in the Global South.\textsuperscript{251} In contrast to U.S. and Western efforts to get the Global South to support sanctions and other punishments, Moscow largely is not asking anything of these states other than to keep meeting.

The second prong in Moscow’s approach is to pair with China whenever possible. Although not formal allies, Beijing and Moscow share many concerns about a U.S.-led world order, and so the Kremlin in many instances can now count on China to take the lead in opposing the United States.\textsuperscript{252} Moscow probably will also try to place more emphasis on multilateral groups, such as SCO and BRICS, as a means to harness China’s global weight and influence, though diluted through a multilateral mechanism.

For the final prong, Moscow is likely to focus its remaining diplomatic energy on defending its ties with strategic partners key to its ability to sustain its war in Ukraine and confront the West, in particular Iran, Turkey, India, and Saudi Arabia. Limited time, energy, and resources are likely to impose a more stringent prioritization.

**Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerabilities**

Russia’s diplomatic vulnerability creates opportunities on which adept U.S. policy can capitalize. Washington can roll back Russian influence and create obstacles to Russian diplomacy in the future. Much of Moscow’s success in the past decade has come from leveraging bilateral problems in a country’s relationship with the United States to interpose Russia as an alternative. Global concerns about the direction of U.S. policy during the past decade, whether it be about the need for a deal with Iran or U.S. commitment to its allies in Europe, has provided Moscow additional room to maneuver. The resulting relations have not been based on deep ties and common values, but Moscow nevertheless has had success with these interests-based, realpolitik-like approaches. Turkey, Israel, and Saudi Arabia have provided the most obvious examples of locations where focused U.S. efforts could help roll back Russian influence, even if they don’t completely resolve the various challenges in bilateral relations with Washington.

Outside those three countries, targeted investments by the United States in security cooperation could help block one of Russia’s main pathways to build influence, leveraging the retrenchment in Russian resources and greater global reputational concerns about working with Russian military and security entities. The United States can also mobilize concerns about Russia’s actions in Ukraine to curb Moscow’s influence and advance U.S. priorities at multilateral institutions. For example, Washington can mobilize global opinion to block Russian officials from occupying leadership positions in multilateral organizations, similar to how U.S. efforts helped defeat the Russian candidate to lead the International Telecommunications Union.\textsuperscript{253} The United States can also mobilize concerns about Russia’s actions in Ukraine to curb Moscow’s influence and advance U.S. priorities at multilateral institutions. For example, Washington can mobilize global opinion to block Russian officials from occupying leadership positions in multilateral organizations, similar to how U.S. efforts helped defeat the Russian candidate to lead the International Telecommunications Union.\textsuperscript{253}

Finally, Washington can use Russia’s diplomatic weakness to push initiatives at multilateral organizations where Russia would usually pose a strong obstacle—for example, in security-related bodies and on issues such as space security, nonproliferation, and export controls. Countries are also already racing to establish frameworks for regulating AI, which might be easier to shape to U.S. interests with Russian diplomacy weaker.\textsuperscript{254} It might even be a propitious moment to push forward on UNSC reform while Russia’s influence is weak.

With Russia on the back foot, the United States has a number of opportunities to lock in weaker Russian global influence for the longer term. Deft U.S. policy now can help ensure that Russia will not punch above its geopolitical weight for the foreseeable future.
Russian President Vladimir Putin realizes that it is easier to rule as a popular than an unpopular autocrat. Like all autocrats, he faces the dual threats of a coup by elites and a revolt by the mass public, and it is difficult to address both problems at once. For example, state resources spent on social policy to placate the public cannot be directed to elite cronies and vice versa. Putin surely recognizes this tradeoff, and the Kremlin has long devoted great energy to shaping public opinion. To be sure, autocrats can rule with low levels of popular support, but this makes managing the tradeoffs of keeping the elite happy and the public off the street more difficult. Moreover, low levels of approval often invoke greater repression, a costly tactic that modern autocrats seek to avoid.

Maintaining public support has become more challenging since February 2022, as the decision to invade Ukraine put at risk the two greatest achievements of the Putin administration: a sense of stability in daily life and the perception that Russia has returned as a great power. Yet, it is uncertain how shifts in public opinion will play out politically. At one extreme, an unpopular war could lead to street protests and open challenges that topple the government. For the near future, this outcome is unlikely. The repressive apparatus remains willing to crack down on open dissent and, while many in the public and the elite may oppose the war, they are as yet unwilling to take actions to express that opposition, particularly given the lack of an alternative leader to rally around.

Short of actively opposing the regime, however, the Russian public and elements of the Russian state could resort to “weapons of the weak” that make it more difficult for the Kremlin to prosecute the war. Recruits avoiding the draft, bureaucrats taking untimely vacations, and business owners asking for higher prices for cooperation with the war effort are all possible tactics that unhappy members of the public and the elite may employ. Conducting war requires great sacrifices from the population, and cooperation will be harder to come by should support for the war diminish. To the extent that the Kremlin feels compelled to buy support for the war via increases in pension payments, social transfers, and other benefits, it leaves less money to buy support from elites through government contracts, subsidies, and simple theft. It also leaves less money for the war. Indeed, the most recent budget has increased spending on both guns and butter and, while the government’s current macroeconomic position is sustainable in the short run, it will become increasingly difficult to maintain these commitments over time.

Russia's war in Ukraine creates new domestic challenges for Putin and his longtime ability to maintain high levels of public support. Autocrats who lose popular support not only find it harder to govern, but they are also at greater risk of mass protest or an elite coup.

By Timothy Frye
One area of particular concern for the Kremlin is the scale of casualties. Credible sources in the West estimate that Russia has suffered more than 200,000 casualties and roughly 40,000 to 50,000 killed in action. For comparison, the Kremlin lost roughly 15,000 soldiers over 10 years in Afghanistan. The Kremlin has been keen to keep the size of losses from the public. It rarely mentions the scale of casualties and recruits soldiers largely from politically marginal populations like prisoners and the rural poor. It also has been reluctant to declare a full-scale mobilization of citizens for war, all of which indicates a degree of concern about how the public might respond to a general call-up.

**Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability**

The Kremlin likely sees the threat from public opinion as important but also manageable. Putin and his team have successfully shaped the popular narrative over the past 23 years thanks to their control over state media. Since the invasion, the Putin administration has devoted great resources to repress public displays of opposition to the war. Even seemingly innocuous displays of public opposition to the war have been met with great ferocity. In addition, it continues to fund public opinion polls about the war at a prodigious rate. Moreover, it has funneled vast resources to state television and other media to shape the public narrative about the war. These efforts indicate the seriousness with which the Kremlin views public opinion regarding the war. Putin’s team has also blunted criticism of the invasion by allowing many critics of the war to leave the country, thereby limiting their impact on public opinion and the likelihood of mass protest.

Kremlin efforts to manage public opinion about the war have had some success. The Kremlin has limited street protests, and surveys conducted over the past 18 months using a range of methodologies find considerable public backing for the war. Putin’s approval ratings surged following the invasion and have remained high. When asked whether they approve of Putin’s activities, roughly 80 percent of Russians answer yes. Despite the repressive environment, there is evidence that the answers to this direct question are likely reliable.

At the same time, simple questions on presidential approval are rather crude indicators, and support for Putin is more contingent than is often recognized. When asked to name five or six politicians that they trust, only about 40 percent of Russians name Putin. He is the most frequently cited politician by a considerable margin, but a majority of Russians do not name him as a politician they trust, which is hardly a sign of confidence. Moreover, Russian citizens have few illusions that Putin rules in their interest rather in the interests of the oligarchs and the security services.

Support for the war reveals similar contradictions. The Levada Center, Russia Watcher, Russian Field, and Chronicles, which regularly conduct surveys about the war using different methodologies, find that roughly 60 percent of Russians support the war effort when asked in a direct question, and that roughly one-quarter to one-third of respondents are enthusiastic supporters of the war. Surveys also show that a slight majority of Russians report that the war in Ukraine is proceeding successfully.

These surveys also find that a large swath of the Russian public remains unenthusiastic about the war. For example, in April 2023, the Levada Center found for the first time that a majority of Russians preferred negotiations with Kyiv to continuing the war effort. In June, they found that only 44 percent of Russians were willing to donate 1,000 rubles (about $10) to support the war effort and soldiers fighting in the war, while 51 percent were unwilling to do so. Moreover, surveys found much skepticism toward the “partial mobilization” of September 2022. One review of public opinion toward the war finds that, while the “Putin regime has managed to maintain an ‘imposed consensus’ around the war in Russian public space, in reality, the ‘support for the war’ of the median electorate is internally contradictory, unstable, and unconsolidated.” Qualitative research reportedly conducted by the Kremlin reaches similar findings.

In sum, the Kremlin has considerable room to maneuver in managing public opinion. At the same time, it has not managed to consolidate public commitment to the war effort.

**Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability**

Influencing public opinion in Russia from abroad is challenging, given the Kremlin’s crackdown on independent media and on public discourse about the war.
The Russian government has banned numerous social media platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook; closed independent media outlets and nongovernmental organizations; and harassed and arrested foreign journalists.272

There are, however, several opportunities for the United States and European partners to increase Russians’ access to alternative information. More open discussions continue to take place on the social messenger platform Telegram and on YouTube. Although many Russians continue to rely heavily on state television as their main source for news, growing numbers now cite Telegram and social media as their main source of news. In April 2023, approximately 64 percent of Russians cited state television as their main sources of news, down from 85 percent in April 2018, while 41 percent cited social media and 19 percent cited Telegram, up from 6 percent in January 2021.273 Among Russians, women, younger people, and those with higher levels of education are significantly less likely to back the war, as are those that rely less on state television and more on social media for their news. Using a variety of means, including YouTube and Telegram channels, the U.S. Agency for Global Media reported in April 2023 that it reached 10 percent of adult Russians each week, noting that this figure is “as much as half the audience that the most popular, U.S.-based television networks get, even in a completely free media environment.”274

One way to expand access to non-state media is the use of virtual private networks (VPNs), which provide greater privacy over the internet. VPN use in Russia has surged. As of April 2023, roughly one in four Russians reported using a VPN, up from 3 percent in 2020 and 9 percent in 2021.275 But the Russian government seeks to limit access to VPNs, and many users find them cumbersome. Voice of America and other U.S. government-backed channels on YouTube could give more advice about how to find and use VPNs in Russia.

In developing programing on YouTube and Telegram, the U.S. government should mix fact-based and emotional appeals. In other contexts, fact-checks to counter disinformation, particularly when combined with emotional appeals, have been shown to be effective.276 One approach might involve using experts and celebrities known in Russia to counter Kremlin themes. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s deeply personal and emotional appeal to ordinary Russians at the start of the war might serve as a model.277 Moreover, recording cultural events on

It is critical to undermine public perceptions about two pillars of the Putin regime: the economy and perceptions of great power status.

Russian themes taking place in the United States and making them available on Telegram and YouTube would help debunk claims that the United States is canceling Russian culture. Interviews with members of the Russian diaspora who continue to work in their area of expertise would serve a similar purpose.

Similarly, one approach to providing alternative information to Russians about the war is to work with those outside Russia who have friends or relatives inside Russia. For example, shortly after the war began, one academic study polled Ukrainians about their conversations with relatives in Russia.278 Many of these conversations delved deeply into discussions of war crimes by Russian soldiers and public support for Zelensky’s government. Roughly half of respondents had family in Russia, and about 60 percent spoke with their relative in Russia about the war. Of this group, 38 percent felt that their discussions had reduced their relative’s belief in Russian war propaganda, 54 percent felt that their discussions had no impact, and just 8 percent felt that their discussions increased their relative’s belief in Russian propaganda. Respondents also believed that emotional appeals had more impact than appeals rooted in facts and logic. This finding is in line with research in political psychology that emphasizes perspective-taking. The war has split many families, which may limit directly replicating this approach, but the logic may be applied to anyone outside Russia who has close ties with Russians in Russia.

Programs that use experts to translate academic research on Russia for a Russian audience might help provide the kinds of complexity that are anathema to Kremlin propaganda. That Russian political scientist Ekaterina Schulman has more than 1 million YouTube followers suggests that there is a market for approaches that rely on expert academic opinion steeped in the local context.279 Schulman regularly discusses topics ignored or distorted by state media and draws heavily on academic research. By translating academic research for a broader Russian-language audience, she often counters Kremlin narratives.

Identifying which themes about the war might shape public opinion in Russia is a challenge, as studies of public opinion during war in autocracies are exceedingly rare, but research from the United States highlights several themes that may guide U.S. government-backed efforts. Studies from the United States find that the public supports the use of force and tolerates casualties
as long as it believes that victory is likely, that political elites are united in support of the war, and that the decision to go to war was the right one. Broadcasts on Telegram and YouTube aimed at changing Russians’ perceptions of the likely outcome of the war might reduce public support for the war, especially as casualties mount. Social media analysis suggests that this process may already be underway. Programs emphasizing disagreement among political elites in Russia about the war might have a similar effect. For example, ensuring that Russians are aware of Yevgeny Prigozhin’s remarkable public criticism of the Kremlin and the Ministry of Defense prior to the Wagner Group’s march on Moscow in June 2023 should be a high priority.

To further exploit this vulnerability, it is critical to undermine public perceptions about two pillars of the Putin regime: the economy and perceptions of great power status. Research has long shown that economic conditions shape public support for the Putin regime. A survey conducted on the one-year anniversary of the start of the full-scale invasion found that economic difficulties reduced support for the war, with an especially large impact among those who watched television. Thus, sanctions that slow economic growth and reduce living standards might help to undermine support for the regime and the war effort. To date, most Russians report that they have not been affected by sanctions, and a Levada Center survey from March 2023 found that two-thirds of Russians were unconcerned about the sanctions. However, the medium- and long-term economic outlook for Russia is far from rosy, suggesting that these views may change over time. More broadly, shrinking the financial resources available to the Kremlin via sanctions will exacerbate the challenge of resolving the conflicting demands of elites and the public.

Actions that diminish Russians’ perceptions of their country’s role on the world stage might also undercut Putin’s claim to have brought Russia back as a global power. For example, the United States might do what it can to support countries that refuse to host Putin, given his recent indictment by the International Criminal Court. More generally, diminishing Russian soft power abroad has the positive side effect of making Russia appear less powerful to its own population at home.

Perhaps the most enduring way to shape public opinion in Russia is for the United States to improve its own governance and secure its own democracy. The Kremlin enjoys nothing more than pointing to violations of democratic norms and the shortcomings of the U.S. government to try to dissuade the Russian public from asking for greater rights. Better performance from the U.S. government would increase the credibility of any messages it wishes to send to the Russian public.
Vulnerability 10

Russian Emigration

By Maria Snegovaya

Russia’s war in Ukraine prompted another major exodus of Russians, including the country’s best and brightest. While the escape of opposition-minded groups is generally beneficial to the Kremlin because it avoids a buildup of pressure on the regime, for the West, Russian exiles can serve as a conduit of information back into Russia, a talent pool, and an opportunity to invest in a better relationship with a future Russia.

The Vulnerability

Russia’s 2022 war in Ukraine has launched a wave of emigration unparalleled in recent history. The total number of Russians who have fled the country is estimated at around 800,000 people or higher. The Russians who have left the country vary considerably in terms of their skills, political preferences, and the extent to which the Kremlin needs them back home. One thing they have in common, however, is that they tend to be among the more highly educated, affluent, and younger segments of the Russian population. Their departure from Russia creates several vulnerabilities for the Kremlin.

Most immediately, the large exodus of young, educated, and employable Russians is creating a significant labor force deficit and problems leading to a further reduction in the potential growth of Russia’s already stagnating economy and its expanding military-industrial sector. While many continued to work in Russia in the first few months after having fled the country, over time their economic links to the homeland have weakened as they were able to find new local jobs or start their own businesses. In 2022 alone, the number of workers 16 to 35 years old collapsed by 1.33 million people, and their share in the labor force was the lowest on record since 1996. The main contributing factor of this dramatic decrease was the war-related exodus of younger Russians (with estimated 80–90 percent of those who left being people under the age of 45). The decline in workers was further exacerbated by the ongoing mobilization effort (with at least 350,000 men mobilized for military service). This April, a record number (35 percent) of surveyed enterprises in Russia said they experienced a shortage of workers. According to a recent report by the Central Bank of Russia, the situation is even worse with 60 percent of companies reporting a shortage of employees (most of them qualified specialists). At least 75 percent of companies had to raise salaries to retain employees.

There is a particularly high deficit of blue-collar workers in fields like mechanical engineering, machine tool building, production of metal products, metallurgy, the timber industry, woodworking, chemicals, and the food industry. White-collar workers are also lacking. Based on surveys, most of the Russians who have left the country (about half)
are employed in the IT industry (mostly IT specialists but also service personnel). By official estimates, about 10 percent (100,000) of all IT workers left Russia in 2022 and did not return. As a result, as many as 80 percent of government organizations, including systemically important enterprises and companies of critical information infrastructure, have experienced a deficit of qualified specialists in information security. Russia’s Sberbank CEO said that the national shortage of IT specialists exceeds 1 million people, and that this will get even worse in the coming years. Defense companies also suffer from a severe personnel gap estimated at 400,000 workers (of which 120,000 are personnel with higher education), which is highly significant, given that the industry employs about 2 million people total.

Their departure is also weakening Russia’s dependency ratio (the ratio of pension-aged Russians to the general population), which increases the strain on Russian society and potentially the government budget. Even before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, brain drain was a major challenge for Russia. From 2020 to 2023, on top of its normal demographic deterioration, Russia lost between 1.9 million and 2.8 million people (many of them young and well educated) as a combined effect of COVID-19, mobilization, and the war.

Over the longer term, this exodus jeopardizes Russia’s ability to become more democratic and pro-Western.

Over the longer term, this exodus jeopardizes Russia’s ability to become more democratic and pro-Western. Compared to an average Russian, self-exiles who left soon after February 2022 are more likely to demonstrate anti-war sentiments, pro-Western attitudes, higher levels of impersonalized trust, and an ability to build horizontal networks. This is the most modernized stratum of Russian society, its nascent upper-middle class. Even before the war, pro-Western liberal groups made up less than 7 percent of the Russian population. The departure of these groups will affect the discourse inside Russia; with so many of them fleeing the country, there will be fewer moderate voices left, so pro-Kremlin narratives are likely to become more dominant.

**Russian Efforts to Mitigate or Offset the Vulnerability**

The Kremlin has welcomed the departure of those Russians most inclined to oppose the war and the Putin government. The Kremlin does not view the emigration of this group as a vulnerability—it benefits the Kremlin by serving as a pressure release valve that reinforces its grip over Russian society. Russian official discourse often presents the departure of this group as “a natural and necessary self-cleansing of society.”

The Kremlin has struggled to develop a coherent approach to the less opposition-minded Russians who have left (mostly to avoid mobilization), largely because they are such a heterogenous group. Most Russians who fled the country include IT professionals, private entrepreneurs, representatives of cultural circles, academics and scientists, activists, office workers, journalists and employees in the noncommercial sector, doctors, mathematicians, physicists, cryptographers, financiers, advertisers, and interpreters. Kremlin policies targeting these much-needed professional groups are much softer, even if the policies vary between carrots and sticks. The sticks include threats to seize property or to introduce higher taxes for Russians who left or are working remotely, with a goal to bring them back. So far, however, the Kremlin appears to have prioritized carrots for these groups. Predominantly targeted at IT professionals, carrot policies include tax holidays for Russian IT companies, exemptions from military service for IT sector employees, and preferential mortgages. Reflective of the urgency and consistency of the problem, throughout last year the Kremlin kept expanding these proposed benefits. The preference is to make sure Russians are still employed in domestic companies, even if remotely.

To increase the number of qualified specialists, the Russian government has urgently introduced new educational and retraining programs for industries such as defense. For example, the unemployed are now offered free vocational courses to help them find employment in the military-industrial complex. The Kremlin also contemplated launching new educational clusters targeted at the needs of regional industrial enterprises. Proposed solutions also included reintroducing a system of forced labor by employing convicts from Russian prisons. The Kremlin even attempted to remove restrictions on child labor from the age of 14.

If it can’t bring enough Russians back and train new qualified employees domestically, the Kremlin also has plans to attract qualified foreign nationals to
Russia. For example, it recently simplified bureaucratic requirements for foreign IT workers to live and work in Russia. On May 12, 2023, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a new decree aimed at facilitating immigration to the country. Of particular interest to the Kremlin may be immigrants from countries like Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Central Asian countries that have historically been a source of labor migrants to Russia due to visa-free access. Some can become a new source of qualified labor, while others will supply more cannon fodder to be sent to Ukraine.

Opportunities for the U.S. and its Allies to Exploit the Vulnerability

The Kremlin’s struggle to stop the outflow of qualified professionals from Russia may offer the West a unique opportunity to leverage a structural vulnerability of the contemporary Russian economy. In the short term, the United States and Europe should focus their efforts on enabling the new exiles, especially those with Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) skills, to sustain their work from outside the country. While Washington and Brussels may be interested in attracting such professionals, they can also help ensure a more welcoming climate for exiles in third countries like Turkey, Kazakhstan, Georgia, or Armenia, where most of the new exiles now reside. These groups require support for specific categories to receive yearlong visas that would allow them to leave for a secure location quickly, as well as assistance with work permits and refugee identification. The United States and Europe could offer more extensive legal assistance, including with visas; residence and work permits; emergency help with housing and food; psychological assistance; language and professional training; networking support; and fellowship and job opportunities. They could also facilitate the immigration processes for family reunification purposes. Germany and the Czech Republic have already introduced such initiatives, and this effort can be mirrored in other contexts.

Many of the new émigrés need no more than a slight push to integrate economically into new countries. For many, initiatives like preferential loans for start-ups, training programs for self-employment, and start-up strategy may suffice for successful economic incorporation into new societies. A targeted media strategy that goes beyond what RFE/RL does is also needed; if left vacant, this niche risks being occupied by pro-Kremlin media.

The new exiles maintain close contact with their Russia-based networks: almost 50 percent of émigrés talk to their relatives and friends in Russia every day or almost every day. The West should consider this as an opportunity to counter Russian domestic propaganda and spread more pro-Western sentiment in the country. The exile community can serve as a conduit for information by injecting non-Kremlin news sources into their networks that remain in Russia, using social networks like WhatsApp or Telegram, instant messengers, YouTube, samizdat, and closed nonpublic events. This might also be achieved through policies supporting investigative journalism and other Russian-produced media to help get information into Russia. This has the added benefit of enhancing Western policies, such as exposing loopholes in sanctions regimes and legislation.

In the long term, the new emigration can become a source of a more stable relationship with future Russia. Unlike previous emigration waves, many of today’s self-exiles, especially activists and journalists, appear intent on returning to Russia in the future rather than seeking to integrate into their host societies. As history shows, their desire to return home represents a potential opportunity to influence change in post-Putin Russia. It is therefore worth conceiving policies, such as visa or start-ups assistance, that allow these networks to sustain themselves.

In the long term, the new emigration can become a source of a more stable relationship with future Russia.

New Russian emigrant communities are likely to maintain a decentralized cross-national structure rather than have one leader or organization that binds them together. However, Russian exiles are often poisoned by Soviet legacy, which includes low ability to build horizontal networks, reduced trust levels, and disinclination to volunteer or invest in local communities. Therefore, they tend to require civic skills and coordination assistance that will help overcome collective action problems to develop civic practices, such as protest participation and consensus- and association-building skills. Such support, when implemented through organizations of prodemocratic Russian diasporas that work with new émigrés, may contribute to building horizontal networks among them and help them bring this knowledge back to Russia.
Assisting and actively engaging with the Russian diaspora in exile will not only help exacerbate Russia’s domestic vulnerabilities but will also prevent the Kremlin from exploiting these new communities as agents of influence in their host countries. While the new migrants are more politically aware and tend to be more liberal than previous waves of Russian migrants, over time the lack of successful incorporation into host societies and absence of targeted Russian-language sources risks creating resentment toward host societies, especially among the second generation (children of émigrés), which might provide the Kremlin an opportunity to use them as tools of soft influence. Working with Russian-speaking diasporas and maintaining a network of Russian-language sources targeted at these groups will help alleviate these risks.
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